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AND REMDIATICN CF LEARNING DISABIT,ITIES

Tatrcductioi

The fir et year of operation of Leis projeet involved ehe

,y.ce!ne.1 a dispre-)portionase ,=nount of effort in trii solving

;)roblems. Outstand.ug among these considerations

was th-: ferleangelent of physical frcili";les. Recealting and

screeWng of pwAls, scheduling :f program, and matters of staff

a!orale reg.lire:i immediate, eonst,nt, and full attention. Consequently,

adequa',e contro groups for the summer program, 1971, and the

2resch.)01 :crogr'im, 1971-1972, cceld not be estanished. The

sceeen!.ag was particula,ly laborious. Sifting out

tendonaies from the ceios of cultural d ..sad vantage,

emce:.ona Cf.stuebance, and bilmi:,ual confusion required investation

1.n .lep..n of z). entirety of c.nditions followed by intensive

diegwlitle se.e.ons employiz.; expert outside consultants. The

prelinJ.nar/ seyeening necef arily had to be followed by adequate

pre-testin emptoying addiJohal devices. Time, personnel, and

adequa,e pnys'e.,1 facilies for testins imposed initial limits lions

on ehe ab1!1ty )f tne sl .ff to fulfill the condition el control

lye? fps T'ee -)roblem were overcome for the second year of

peeaGwn. :;eeefore the s9mmer program, 1972, and the preschool

pre-;ra"il, 3372-3973, 'we well-determined control groups.

A rel,ewt r it tn summer program, 1971, as previously suomitta.

Tn4s preset: is in two parts: Part 1, Preschool Pro6razs,

3'.;.7:-1 972; ne If, Summer' Program, 1972.



Part

rrescho.:11 Program

September, 1971 to April, 1972
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CHAPTER 1

THE PROBLEM

The Statement of the Problem

This reaearcY evaluated the effects of methods of remediatlon

lee-eing disabilities in preschool children upon their subsequent

pe.ecepeeal-mosor ability and performance in specifiee. areas of learnin6.

Basic hypotheeis

It vess hypothesized that a group of preschOol ceildren diagnosed

as perceptually df.sabled (dyslexic)-on the basis of careful Screening

preeedures would ;e significantly improved in their leareing ability

as a result of the early application of remedial procedures. And,

plus, will be equepped for gendine success in the regular school

pr*6ram.

The Need for the Studl

An estimated 4% - 15 of the children in our schools suffer

from tne perceptual-motor handicap known as dyslexia wnich results

in experiencing grave difficulties in speech, reading, writing,

ana spel)ing. These children have normal visual and auditory acuity

and ere of normal or superior intelligence but simply cannot acquire

information from the printed page when taught by the usual methods.

They are regarded by teachers and, sometimes, parents as naughty,

bad or dslinwlent, uncooperative, )azy, or emotionally blocked when,

in reality, they ee reacting to the constant failure that they

experience in tryins to earn by tee usual methods. They constitute

a sizeable element of potential high school dropouts.



Children having potential learning problems can be detecte,3 et

preschool level before they experien!.e crushing academLc failure

and carry with them, scars for life witn the lurking fear that, the:;,

may encounter tasks that even though tney try hard will novel'. yiead

to their efforts. The need is for these children to be 1(persed to

formative and corrective influences so that they will nf:er -naie to

suffer. The evidence to date is that -,he effectivenest of remediLtlon

of perceptually disabled children declines sharply with :Increasing

age to the point where, if_they are detected by the 5th, 5th, or

7th grades, regardless of the teacher or techniques used, only 1C% to

13 of them can be brought back to normal grade work. It is imperative

to test the effects of remedial techniques applied at the preschool

.Level upon subsequent academic performance and learning aMlity,



CHAPTN II

PROCEDURE IN COLLECTING DATA

The Settine

?el.F.. data Ice %c is research was derived from preschool children

residing f'.n the Medel Cities vicinity of Lewiston, Maine. The

Model C.I.Les area 1-:as a population of 11,025 individuals which

eereeene 265 of ',he total city of Lewiston population of 41,779

0.9702 census Nearly 1,000 children under 5 years of age reside

le this area. This group provided a pool of several hundred 4-year-

old c?iildren from which 30 subjects with pronounced dyslexic tendencies

were seleeted. The children in the program were selected by screening

a large group of children recruited through extensive publicity.

initial recruits for ecreening came from Head Start program applicants

whose parents were interviewed and had administered to them the

afeool Entranc! Check W.st. Children appearing as possibee dyslexlc cases

eeee scheduled for full diagnostic testing. Contact was made with

Dellatricians, optometrists psychiatrists, and psychelogiets in the

aeea iar referral of cases for tests :g. Newspaper ads,
1

public service

radio announcemente, 2
mimeographed flyers3 distributed through eeei,dente

in -.le :d. el Cities Area, and, finally, public addresses by the

project director te Head Start parents meetings, Mother's

meetinss, PTA meetings, and service clubs were utilized to acquire

refeerale af enlJdren for testing.

The remedial training program for the children was conducted-in

a former publie sonool building, the Park Hill School. of Auburn, Maine.

See ivppendix A
See Appenax B
,see Appendix C
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Schooi Entrance Check List

Wechsler Preschool and Primary
Scale of Intelligence

P rostig Developmental Test
of Visual Perception

Motor Task Test

B ody Image Test.

Walker Readiness Test

Bender Gestalt Test

(Inetial screeni

(Initfte:0 Screen.Ing plus

pre-ead post-tea:Ai:0

;initial screenieg plus
pre-and post-testing)

'Initial screening plus
pre-and post-testing),

(Ieitial screening plus
pep-and post- testing)

'S 1k e eetive initial screening)

(Selec;.ive initial screening)

Illinois Test of Psydhclinguistic (Selects :'e initial screening,'

Abilities

The above tests were administered by four trained testers in

conjunction with consultants who assisted in the analyeis of test

data, advised in interpretation, and in some instances eeeaged in.

direct administration of the tests to the children.

School Entrance Check List
The School Entrance Check LiTtl;aa used as an initial screening

device to collect relevant social information and to discover

cnaracteristice associated with the syndrom&of childhood dyslexia.

The 13 items on this check list have been extracted from the full

Dyslexia Schedule as those most discriminating for purposes of routine

survey or screening. Six or more "adverse responses" are regarded as

probably a necessary condition fer the diagnosis of dy4lexia but not a

sufficient condition.
1

Content vatiditye concurrent validity, and

construct validity of the Dyslexia Schedule and the School Entrance

Caeck List have been substantiated. The test-retest reliability of

1. McLeod, John, 322124a Schedule and S chool Entrance Check

List Manual. Cambridge: Educators Publishing Service, Inc.,- 1969, F. 17.
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the Dyslexia Schedule, from which the School Entrance Check List has
V
ieebeen derived, is .92. In this research the information for tee Sch :el.

Entrance Check !,ist was acquired by the parent-education specialist

through direct interview with the parents.

Wechsler Preschool and Primar, Scale of Intelligtnqe

The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of "el ',genre is dessned

especially to adequately appraise the abilities ox the preschool child.

It is specifically designed for use with children of ages 4 throu6h

34 years. This intelligence scale consists of eleven tests, six

verbal and five Performance thus yielding a Verbal I.1., a Perfornance

1.I. and a Full Scale I Q. The 1.Q.'s here are deviation Lg.'s which

_take into consideration the relationship of the child's score to the

mean of his age group. The raw scores of each test are converted .41to

scaled scores (a scale with a mean of 10 and a standard deviation of 3).

The purposes of the use of this test in the present research were

severa:.-fold. First, it was used to assess the general int;elleet,lal

level of the child to determine if he qualified intellectuany for

admission to the program. Secondly, it was used diagnostically as an

indicator of dyslexic symptoms on the basis of certain typical pa.:.t.,:lrns

of responses. Thirdly, it was used as an instrument to assess galns

in intellectual development through pre-and post-testing. Complete

reliability coefficients have been determined for the individual tests

at the various age levels with the verbal I.Q., the Perre%mance

bald the Full Scale I.Q. averaging at all age levels .94 .(1. an

respectively.
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Elostigevelopmental test of Visual Perctation

The Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception is designed

to measure five operationally-defined perceptual skills, as follows:

&ye -Motor Coordination
Figure Ground
Constancy of Shape
Position in Space
Spatial Relationships

The subtests were selected for their relevance to school performance

particularly reading and writing. Scores on the test correlate

with reading achievement in the normal first grade classroom between

.40 and .50. Since reading is- dependent upon perceptual abilities,

it becomes important to detect perceptual dysfunction or lag at an

early age. The author's contend that their "...research has shown

-s.eat visual perceptual difficulties, regardless of etiology, can be

ameliorated by specific training. The results of the test are

interpreted in terms of raw scores, scale scores, perceptual age

equivalents and perceptual quotients.

Motor Task Test

This test involved the assessment of tne following gross motor

skills:- walking a balance beam forwards, backwards, and sideways;

jumping rope; skipping; hopping on the right foot and on the left

foot; throwing end catching a ball; and, finally, bouncing a ball

with the right hand, the left hand, and both hands. These activities

were filmed on super 3 movie film pre- and post- and then each

activity was viewed on a movie screen and rated on a 5-point scale' fo::

skill of pex,formance by 5 judges. The rating: of the Judges were
40

1. See Apperdix
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av6raged for the final score. Although the viewings by the judges

were simultaneous, with pre- and post-films presented in random order,

their ratings were made independently and discussed after each subject

was viewed. Thus, a shared, stable frame of reference for judgement

was maintained,

Bogy

The Body Image Test1 assessed the ability of the child to

accurately identify the following body parts: shoulders, hips, head,

ankles, ears, elbows, eyes, feet, and mouth. The child was rated both

pre- and post- on a 3 point scale by an individual tester in terms of

decisive accurate identification 13 points), hesitant, but accurate

identification (2 points), or total uncertainty (1 point).

Walker Readiness Test for Disadvantaged Preschool

This test was specifically designed for assessing weaknesses of

culturally disadvantaged preschool children enrolled ie Head Start and

Day Care Centers throughout the United States. The test contains Items

"...based on pictures and symbols which do not require reacting

but which would test a child's listening ability; visual acuity; imagery;

ability to follow instructions; and recognition of similarities,

differences, numerical analogies, and missing parts.
2

The score 1e thE.

number of correct answers out of a possible 50 points. This score is

then interpreted in terms of percentile ranks based upon extensive

normative groups. This test was used in this present research project

1. See Appendix E
2. Education News Services Prig Brief "A Readiness Test

for Disadvantaged Preschool Children, 'F-0.8.--.1*Partnient of Health,
Education, and Welfare, Office of Education /Nationti Center for PX1,=,u: 'onalCommunication, P. 3.
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la special cases where cultural disadvantage and verbal lLmitatIon

due to bilingualism were severe.

Bender-Gestalt Test

The Bender-Gestalt test is based upon designs originally used

oy Wertheimer in his studies of visual perception. The subject is

required to copy each of nine simple designs on a sheet of paper.

Although the attempts to quantify responses to the test have been

Limited, the test is widely used as a clinical instrument to estimate

maturation, intelligence, psychological disturbances, the effects of

injury to the Cortex; and the effects of convulsive therapy. The

research literature supports the contention that considerable

discriminating differences in terms of capacities of individuals to

resppnd to the total stimulus situation can be found. In the present

research this test was selectively used with various subjects in

search of deviant responses indicative of perceptual problems.

Illinois TeyilitiestofPscholirs.

The 1TPA is a battery of ten basic tests and two supplementary

tests designed to differentiate and assess various facets of

cognitive ability relating to Osgood's principles of the cummunication

process. The authors assert that "its objective is to delineate

specific abilities and disabilities in children in order that

remediation may be undertaken when needed. It serves as a model

both for diagnosing learning problems and for programming remedial

procedures. The authors further assert that "the ITPA bears the

Kirk, S.A., McCarthy, J.J., and Kir, W.D., Examiner:&Manual:
11.11.1:'::, ?F74holin,eulstic WoLl ities. :tcviss,id

University of 'Hine:Ls, l9ob, p. 5.
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tne same rela;ion to t :be field of cc.mmi41ci4tion :uid disi:ders

that, diagnost,x readinl tests bear to t-ne field a :*=.1C11:i,;:1

The twelve subtests of the.ITPA are as foalows:

1. Auditory Receptor
2. Visual Reception
3. Visual Sequential Memory
4. AudiLory Association
5. Auditory Sequential Memory
6. Visual Association
7. Visual Closure
8. Verbal Expression
9. Grammatical Closure

10. Manual Expression
11. Auditory Closure
12. Sound Blending

In this present research the ITPA bias used selecti.elly fie dia&nostic

purposes and remediation procedures.

Content and Methods of Remediation

The staff consisted-of the folaowing members:

1 Project director (part-time)
1 Assistant project director
1 Parent education specialist
2 Perceptual-motor specialists
1 Gross motor specialist
2 Teaching-aides
1 Secretary (Part-time)
1 Cook (Part-time)
1 Cook-aide (Part-time)
1 Custodian (Part-time)
4 Drivers (Part-time)

3 aides from Neighborhood Youth Corps
6 volunteer college students2

2
These students averaged approximately 5 hours each week working
with individual cases needing special help such as speech therapy.
Two extreme cases were transported weekly to a speech. therapist 2!:
not only worked with the children but instructed the college students
in carrying out weekly assignments with each child. This .ork Wan
carefully supervised by the project director and independent 3to.dy
credit was earned by the students from Bates College,



Although mmbers of the staff had prior experience working Wit!)

prescnoci cnildren, intense preliminary and continuing training

for work with perceptually disabled children was necessary. A

week of tc'aining before the program began employing outside consulGants

in the general fieli of dyslexia and experts in the training of

preschool children was carried out. Attendance of both Head Start

training sessim2 and conferences on learning disabilities as well

as -visitation nursery schools prollided continuous motivation and

guidance. In addition, staff meetings were held at the close of

each day's sessions for the immediate handling of problems, the

discussion of the needs of individual children, and the reporting of

progress.

The program was run in-two separate sessions. One group of

16 children attended in the morning and another group of similar

size attended in the afternoon. The remedial training was based

upon four 35 minute periods fitted into a schedule as follows:

3:45 - 9:00 Snack
9:00 - 9:35 1st Period
9:35 -10:10 2nd Period

10:10 -10:45 3rd hi.,iod
10:45-11:20 4th Period
11:20 -11:40 Lunch
11:40 -11:45 Brushing teeth
11:45 -12:CO Outside Play
12:00 Return
12:00 -12:20 Lunch
12:20 -12:25 Brushing teeth
12:25 - 1:00 1st Period
1:00 - 1:35 2nd Period
1:35 - 2:10 3rd Period
2:10 - 2:45 4th Period
2:45 - 3:00 Outside Play
3:00 Return home
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zach ch_12d spent a full period in each of four classlflations of

activity consisting of the following:

Per-ceptual-Mc tor Training
Applief
Gross Motor Training, and
Free Play

The activities employed under these four designations were

derived from a wide range of sources of which the following were

representative

A Creative 13uide:for Preschool Teachers, Joanne
. Wylie, Western. Publishing Educational Services,
Racine, Wisconsin t1935)

Activities for DevelalaiLKLIALE2pseEtion,
Polly Behamann, Academic Therapy Publications,
San Rafael, California, 911901 (1970)

Sensorimotor Trainin Activities, William T.
Braley, Geraldine Konicki, and Catherine Leedy,
Educational Activities, Inc., Freeport, N.Y. 11520 41933)

Domatal le21Ielassettp_ofrezal-Motor Tasks.
Bryant J. Cratty, Educational Activities, Inc.
Freeport, N.Y. 11520.

Movement .,2Lexclatilasu1 Thought, Bryarit J. Cratty
Educational Activities, Inc., Freeport, New York
11520 (1969)

Peace kiutllantrA2cSAvities Handbook. Betty Van Witsn,
Teachers College, Columbia, Universi't.y, N.Y., N.Y. 10027

Teacher's Gaide to accom anyEArly, Childhood_CurriculT
All.asittararavnly.S.21411tendlerLayatelll, American
Science and Engineering, Inc., New York, (197G )

The Remedial:don R*.ert E. Valett,
Feamon Publishers, Palo Alto, California

TeachLaiDrough_Ssnsatyzjetor Experiences. Academic
Therapy Publications, San Rafael, California.
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The heart of thz remedial approach uercep val-ctor

Lreining which took place in two small rooms with 2 percepceal-motor

specialists, each with 2 children at a time. Thus, with 2 perceptual-

motor specialists, .; children could be dealt with during each of the

four 35 minute periods.

The perceptual-motor activities were aimed at developi ng tne

following areas of skill:

vfx.sual perception

Auditory perception
Kinesthetic perception
Tactile perception
Laterality
Directionality
Time orientation
Fine,motor control
Conceptual: classification, number; measurement, space
and seriation.

An important part of this training was The Frosti! Ihmaam for the

DeveloEtient of Visual Perception which utilizes worksheets designed

to develop skills in the following areas:

Visual-Motor Coordination
Figure-Ground Perception,
Perceptual Constancy,
Position in Space, and
Spatial Relationships

It is described by the authors as "...inzended to be both corrective

a.nt preventive- and "...for use not only by specialists in the

field of visual perception training, but also by :?egular primary-

grade teachers and ty teachers of special classes for -:hildrer with

learning difficUties.
2 This material was used Tidily for part of

3.

Froatics, M. and Horne, D. Teacher's Guide. The ';;'rosj;ig Program

tq_Devellymentpf Visual Perception. Chic ,o Follett Educatic,ial
,:1orporatior, 19.34, Preface.
4Ibid.



percept.ial-motor trainin,t; period with each ch'.1d.

The further development of the various relevant areas of

siUll was attempted oy making use of carefully selected materials

expressly designed and commercially produced for the designated

purpose ana by employing activities recommended by experts and ec-;omplishec

workers in the field. The perceptual-motor trainin curriculum

thus included a wide range of materials with their directed asf:s

and oVner activities of wnich the following are repz,esentative:

Materials
Block designs
Number puzzles
Flash cards
Sound pictures
Geometric forms
Kinesthetic alphabet cards
Felt shapes
Beaded numbers
Tape markers for hand and foot
Space concept cards

Flayskool clocks
Bean bags
Cuisellaire rods
Culsenaire geometric form boards
Color pictures
Abacus
Piaget demonstrational materials
Reading Readiness Cards

Activities
Visual memory exercises
Auditory memory exercises
Scanning activities
Sorting activities
Spatial comlept activities
Card games
Printing
Paper folding
Indicating time and days r ;f week
Bead stringing
Chalkboard drawing and number writing



VIsual Tracking
Coordination actIvitiea with bean bags, suspended

balls, etc.
Putting correct number of objects in numbered cups

and other counting activities
Similarlty and difference recognition activittes
Picture Interpretation

Furthermore, whatever techniques, in keeping with sound theoretical

orientation, tnat an ingenioui teacher could devise were made uee

of.

The applied skills activity was an extension of the perceptual-

motor trainin.; into a group setting of four children engaging in

game-type activities designed to maintain a high level f motivation.

This was planned by the perceptual-motor specialists in cinjunction

with a teacher-aide and conducted by the teacner-aide who was assisted

b../ a younger member from -the Neighborhood Youth Corps.

There was continuous conscious- effort to integrate these

activities with the specific training the children receivers from the

perceptual-motor specialists. The activities employed neze could

be grouped with -1n tne following four categories:

Arts and crafts .

Group games and activities
Dramatist play and language arts
Individualized activities in a group setting

Drawin!,, pasting, cutting, printing, and weaving were the most

frequently employed arts and crafts. "Simon Says", circle games

involving coordination and recognition of, laterality, singing,

bingo, gild diversified recognition games were typical group

activities. Dramatic play and language arts, effective in-deelopime

the expressive qualities of children, included acting out favorite

children's stories, imaginative play with dolls and kitenan faci.i ties,.
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Wind finger plays. nnally, many indtvidualited activities enhanced

by the social facilitation of a group set ling were found effectlye.

These included assembling caildrenis jig-saw puzzles involling

recagnition of congruities and figure- ground distinction, ':alildina

with blocks, practicing activities such as zipping, tying and_

buttoning, playi.ng with cars and trucks, utilizing a motorized

rotary pegoard, operating a VAKT integrator and engaging in

numerous sorting and counting activities.

The free play activity was supervised by a teacher-aide assiste

by a person from the Neighborhood Youth Corps. The purpose of this

activity was primarily to furnish relaxation for the child in tre

midst of a fairly rigorous structured program. The activities had

certain remedial value by supplementing the more structured

coordination activities with tricycle riding, sawing and nailing

together soft celotex at a workbench; climbing on juhgle-bars,

- playing In a sandbox, bowling, playing with modeling clay and water

-painting, In addition to the indoor basement area waerea.he

aforementioned activities took place, there was an outside play

area equipped with :swings, slides, climbing bars, and a saud box.

The Gross-motor training was conducted by the specialist in

tnat area working with 4 children at a time in a large carpeted room

equipped with gymnasium mats and designed for comfort in the

eXecuaion of physical exercises. The Gross- -motor specialist was

assisted by a younger member fram the Neighborhood Youth Corps in

a wide ran ,e of activities including the following:
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Coordinarion exercises to music
Marching to musical rhythms
Dancing
Skipping
.7umping Rope
Throwing and catching ball
Bouncing a- ball
Walking on a balance beam
Standing on a balance board
Crawling
Walking
Running and
Turning

The activities were utilized primarily to develop the gross motor'

coordination upon walch fine motor skill such as handwriting may

be based. in addition, these -activities served to reduce neuro-

muscular tension and to increase strength and endurance.

Thi-aforementioned techniqueS of remediation were fitted into

the context of a therapeutic relationship between each staff member

and each child. Furthermore, a relationship of trust between the

parents and the ataff was fostered by the parent-education specialist

who also served to integrate the work of the staff with other

community agencies.
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CHAPTEd III

RESULTS. TREATMEWT AND INTERPRETATION CF DATA

This chapter presents the statistical treatment of the

data of the research and an interpretation and discussion of the

results. First, the statistics des triptive of the pres2hool group

in regerd to age, sex, and intelligence veal be presented.

Secondly, the statistical procedure utilized to evaluate the data

indicating the extent of learning will be outlined. Thirdly, the

statistics indicating the extent of learning from pre- to midtesting

and from pre- to post-testing will be presented,

r Statistics keltulptlyt of the Prescnool grou.1_
'Wet-

Table I page 19, presents the mean age of the 20 male

preschool children as 4.67 years and mean age of the 7 female

preschool children as 4.42 years. Thus the male and fTiale

ciiiidri-xx are roughly comparable in age with a combined mean age

of 4,75 years.



TABLE I

Deeription of Preschool Group with Regard to Sex and Age

.11.....wommordow......

Male Female

20 7

Percentage 74 26

Age: Mean 4.3705 4.4231

Range

Meant

S .D

4.0333.250

4.7558

o.6791

3.91.)-5.136

----46,
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Table page 21, presents the intelligence levels of the

subjects as measured on tha Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale

of Intelligence. Mean verbal CJL scores, mean performa.lce 1.a,

scores and mean full scale I.Q. scores for both male children and

female children fall within the normal range. The mean I Q. scores

of the female children are slightly higher than the mean I.Q. scoret

of the male children. Finally, the combined mean I.Q. score

for males and females is 5.223 points higher in the verbal category

(93.l 521 than it is in the performance category (92.9629), with

a combined male and female full scale I.Q. score of 95.333.



4 TABLE II

Descri t; on of l..eech,)ol Group with Regard to Sex and Xatellience*

.10441....1 *Maw

0111111.../1

Male Female

Verbal I.Q.

Mean.

20

96.d500

.7

102.000

Range 71-)15 89-:115

Mean 93.1852

S.D. 10.173° 10.4272 9954

Performance I,Q.

41.* Mean 92.1000 95,4265

Range 53-120 04-103

Mean 92.9529

S.D. 14.4262 13.6902 10,9523

Full Scale TQ.

Mean 94.1500 96.7:1.43

Range 71-113

Mean 95.3333

S.D. ]0.3937 11.1952 10.371(

As Indicated on the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence
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6tatistical Procedure

In order to determine the extant of remediation an a preschoal

group of children by evaluating the group prior to the remediation

training and after the remediation training for aspecee of intellectual

funceioning, perceptual ability, motor skills, and body image the

"t" metaod for assessing the significance of the differences between

correlated means of small samples was used. The folloeing steps

were taken:

1. The scores for each measure, pre- and post-, .e.re *obtained

for each S in tne class.

2. The difference between each pre- and post-score foe each

measure was obtained for each S in the class.

3. The means and standard deviations of these means were calculated.

By using the following formula and going into the cables with

11-1 degrees of freedom, it was possible to determine whether thece

differences were significant at the five per cent level of confidence:

t = Mdi

where mdi = mean of the N difference of paired ibservations

xd = deviation of a difference from the mean of the differencee.

The means and standard deviations of the differences of each mea.zure

indicated the extent to which the remediation objectives were obtainer:,

and the measure obtained with the 't* formula Indicated whether or

not these differences were significant at the five per cent level

371.1.1..

J.P. GuilXford, Fundamental Stlatietics in Psecholau and Eaeeaien
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1950 p. 228.



ee confidence.

In order to assess progress of remediation, midter tectinz of

certain acpecte of intellectual fuectioning, was employed. The

iforement,_oned procedare for assessing the significance of

differences Prete pre- to-poet-testing was applied to tns assessment

of from pre- to mid-term testing.

Extent Rf. Remediaton in Preschool Cr up,,,_

The problem was to determine the extent of remediation of

learning disablement in a group of preschool children by evaluatie;

the group prior to the remedial training and after the remedial

training for aspects of intellectual functioning, perceptual ability,

motor skills and body image.

EaskentgEnsetssofftemediation at Mid-term

In order to assess progress of remediation, mid-term testing

of certw1n aspects of intellectual functioning was employed.

Table III, page 25, presents the mean pre-test, mid-term test,

and gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores and

the "t" ratios of the preschool group on selected subtests of the

Wethsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence. These suoeerts

were selected en the basis of their high correlation with scores

of other measures of perceptual and cognitive functioning of

particular significance ir learning disablement.

Examination of Table III revea3s positive gains in all four

oubtests (Simi3arieles, Picture Conpietion, Mazes, and Geometric
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Des1;In), but statia;ical significance of the gains scores only

in Picture Completion (.05 level) and Geometric Design (.302 lev.?.1).
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TABLE I411

Mean Pre-tc,3t, Mid-test, and Ga-..nz Scores on .elected Subtests of
The Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of IotelAgence

Test
(Scaled Score) Level of

N Mean S.D. "t" Steillounce**

Similarities Pre- 24 11.040 2.7510
Mid- 24 12,330 2.7820
*Gains 1.320 3.2903 1.043 K.2.

Picture Completion Pre- 26 10.037 2.3235
Mid- 25 11.296 2.7003
Gains 1.259 2,72'(6 2%2234 .05

Mazes Pre- 28 9.741 2.7817
Mid- 28 10.704 2,2155
Ulna 0.963 2.7755 1.9245 LS.

Geometric Design Pre- 27 7.6,30 2,7289
Mid- 27 9.444 3.0925
Gains 1.814 2.8352 2.6530 .002

* Pre - tesf: scaled score subtracted from mid --test scaled score
**Levta of significance on two-tailed test
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Statf.stics on the Verbal Tests of Wechsler Preschool
and Primary_Sale of Iltelli4ence

Table IV, page 27, presents tIar: mean pte-test, post-test, awa

gains scores, the 6tandard deviations of these scores. and the

"t" ratios of the verbal tests of the Wechsler Preschool and

Primary Scale c-f Intelligence.

Inspection of Table IV reveals that with the exception of

vocabulary all verbal subtest gains were positive, but only in

the area of Arithmetic was the gain significant at the .05 leveL,

On the vocabulary subtest there was a mean loss which, houever,

was not significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE IV

Mean P:;' -yes Post-test, and Gains Scores on the Vcrba) Te3ts of
Wechsler 2reschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence

0
Test

(Scaled Score)
Mee,1 S.D. "t'

Level of
Siplficance*

Information Pre- 27 8.9630 2.2951
Post- 27 9.4815 2.5365

*Gains 0.5185 2.7661 0,97,:,3 LS.

Vocabulary Pre- 26 10.1538 2.2749
Post- 26 9.2307 2.4707
Gains -0.9231 3.3043 --1.4196 N.S.

Arithmetic Pre- 27 9.4444 2.7080
Post- 27 10.2592 2.1942
Gains 0.8148 2.0198 2.0837 .05

Similarities Pre- 25 11.0400 2.7610
Post- 25 11.6800 3.0210
Gains 0.6400 3.7553 0.6521 N.3,

Comprehensi on Pre- 20 9.2000 2.2384
Post- 20 9.7000 2.6773
Gains 0.5000 2.8650 0-19/.4 N.S,

Verbal Score Pre- 27 98.1651 10.3317
Post- 27 99.2592 12.5772
Gains 1.0741 10.4272 0 5208

v. Pre-test scaled score subtracted from post-test snFled score
5 * Level of significance on two-tailed test
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.Static ::acs on the Performance Tests of Wechsler
Frimary,Scale of Intellifosse

Table V, pale 29, presents the mean pre-test, post-test,

and gain scores, the standard deviations of these scores and

the vt" ratios of the performance tests of the Wechsler Preschool

and Primary Scale of Intelligence.

Inspection Ai Table V reveals highly significant gains on

all subtests except Animal House whien, although falling short

of significance, had a positive gain.
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TABLE V

Mean Pre-teat, Post-test and Gains Scores on the Performaace Tests
of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of :ntelligence

sakaaa*atanatatatastabtamIrramaltka

aawaaty.aaaatateattwa.

Test N
Scaled Score)

Mean S.D. "t"

Level of
Sisnificance4-

Animal House Pre- 27 8.6666 1.9306
Post- 27 9.1852 2.4657

*Gains 0.5185 1.8886 1.4306 N.3.

Picture Completion Pre- 27 9.7407 2.7954
Post- 27 11.6666 2.8956
Gains 1.9259 3.1215 3.3439

Mazes Pre- 27 9.3333 3.0884
Post- 27 10.9629 2.7242
Gains 1.6296 2.5742 3.3901 .01

Geometric Design Pre- 27 7.9629 2.8077
Post- 27 30.4814 3.5d81
Gains 2.5185 3.4123 3.3373 .002

Block Design Pre- 25 9.3200 2.8243
Post- 25 11.4000 3.3541
Gains 2.0800 2.3965 4,3396 .002

Performance Score Pre- 27 92.9629 13.8432
Post- 27 104.8148 16.8391
Gains 11.8519 13.690Q 4.8211 .30.2

Pre-test scaled score subtracted from post-test scaled score
** Level of significance on two-tailed test

oftweatattar
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Statistics on the Full Scale of Wechsler
Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence

Table VI, Page 31, presents the mean pre-test, post-test,

and gains scores, the standard deviations, and the "t" ratio

of the full scale of the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale

of Intelligence.

Inspection; of Table VI reveals the gain was highly significant

at the .002 leVel.
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TABLE VI

Mean Pre-test, 1"-st-test and Gains Scores on the Full Scale cf
the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence

417040.1

Scaled Score,) Level of
Mean S.D. aLAlsaificance**

Full Scale Score Pre- 27

Post- 27
*Gains

95.3333
102.0740

3.7E07

21.9271
14.2575
11.1932 3.5647 .002

* Pre-test scaled score subtracted from post-test scaled score
** Level of sign_ficaace on two-tailed test
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Statistics on the Frostig Developmental
Test of Visual Percealan

Table VII. page 33, presents the mean pre-test, post-test, and

gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores and the

"t" t ratios on he Frostig Developmental Test of Visua/ Perception.

Inspection of Table VII reveals significant gains were

made in figure-ground perception, perception of form constancy

and on the total score. Positive gains but not to the level

of significance at the .05 level were made in position in space

and spatial relations. The fact that significant positive gain

did not occur on the spatial relations subtest is very likely due

to the fact that children under 5 years of age are automatically

assigned a scale score of 10 regardless of any obtained seore.

Any gain indicated on this subtest had to be the result of gains

made by children 5 years of age or above at post-test time. In

eye-motor coordination there was a negative gain but not to the level

of significance at the .05 level. It was the opinion of the tester

that the children responded to this set of items with uncharacter-

istic carelessness. This may have been partially due to the fact

that the children now considered it too easy and thus showed undue

haste a2thoc.g.:1 producing only minor inaccuracies, nevertheless,

resulted in loss of credit.



TABLE V7I

Mean Pretest, Post-test and Gains Scores on the Frostig Devo!op,aental
Test of Visual Perception..

Test
iScaled Score)
Mean S.D.

Level )f
"t" adiliflcance"

Eye-rotor Fre- 27 9.2222 1.825[

Coordination Post- 27 8.7037 1.5143
*Gains -0.585 1,7331 -1.7681 N.S.

Figure Ground Pre- 27 3.7037 2.0534
Post -- 27 9.9629 3.8832
Gains 1.2592 2.2290 2.9372 ,01

Form Constancy Fre- 25 9.9200 3.3281
Post- 25 11.7300 3.0859
Gains 1.8400 3.5435 2.59,';3 .02

Position Pre- 27 9./852 1.9318
in Space Post- 27 10.0370 1.9111

Gains 0.8518 2.7464 1,6082

Spatial Pre- 27 9.5926 0.9306
Relations Post- 27 9.7407 1.4610

Ii

Gains 0.3481 1.3785 0.5654 E.S,

Total Pre- 2f 47.0000 7.3257
Post- 25 50.5300 7.184
Gains 3.5600 3.7087 2.6533 .02

* Pre-test score subbracted from post-
** Level of significance on two-tailed

test score
teat

1



Statistics on Motor Tasks Test

TE'cle MI, page 35, presents the mean pre test, post-est

and galns scores, the standard deviations of these scores, ane.

the "t" ratios on the motor tasks test.

Inspectio of Table VIII reveals positive gains at high

leveAs of significance on all tasks except jumping rope, and

throwing and catching a ball which; nevertheless, sncwed positive

gains but at less than the .05 level of signiCicance.
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TABLE VIII

:=teen Pret.:st, Pont-test, and Gains Scores on Motor Tasks

Test N Mesn S.D.
Level of

"t° Stelficance**

Balance Beam Pre- 25 2.2240 0.8069
Forwards Post- 25 3.5120 0.791(

*Gains 1,2380 1.0454 6.17011.' .002

Balance Beam Pre- 26 1.2923 0.3631
Backwards Post- 26 1.92-1 0.5907

Gains 0.63o8 0.4757 6.75246 ,0-32

Balance Beam Pre- 24 1.6750 0.5620
Sideways Post- 24 2.2583 0.7730

Gains 0.5833 1.0222 2.7335S .02

-TumpIng Rope Pre- 26 2.9385 0.8251
1. Post- 26 3.1000 0.7424

Gains 0.1315 0.8295 0,08354 N.
Skipping Pre- 26 1.7538 1.2295

Post- 26 3.4800 0.9539
Galas 1.7350 1.1176 7:(8437 ,002

Hopping Pee- 23 2.5391 1.1125
Right Foot Post- 23 3.3739 0.9328

Gains 0.8348 0.7049 5.64663 .0(1'

Hopping Pre 24 2.4125 1.1380
Left Foot Post- 24 3.2333 0.9187

Gains 0.8542 0.7819 5.32596 ,J(.4'

...71.41.040011.4TWOMP.IMIOWNUNOW.

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score.
** Level of signMcance on two-tailed test,



TABLE viii (Continued)

Mean Pre-Test, Post-test, and Gains Scores on Moor T:sks

Test Mean S.D.

Level of
"t" Slynificaneeie.

Throwing and
Catching Ball

Pre-
Post-

*Gains

25
rv"40

3.4038
3.1'836
0.0808

0.8428
0.8582
r).8276 0.(:5452 N. S,

Bouncing Ball Pre 26 1.8538 1.1420
Right Hand Post 26 3.0461 1.1132

Gains 1.1923 1,0859 5.,;8807 ,002

Bouncing Ball Pre- 25 1..:;880 0.9310
Left Hand Post- 25 2.9840 1.1253

Gains 1.2930 0.9149 7,:04h3 .002

Bouncing Ball Pre- 26 1.8615 1.0488
Both Hands Post- 26 2.8961 0.9297

Gains 1.0346 0.8813 5.95901; .002

*Pre-test score subtracted
.14: Level of significance on

from post- -test score.
two-taile.d test.
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Statistics on Body! IlLusTest

Table IX, page 37, pi-esew;s tie pre-test, post-tt,

gains scores, the standard deviatiore of those scores .rd "t"

ratios of the Body image Test

:Inspection of Table IX reveals gains at high levels of cig-

nifiaance for identification of shouAers, hips, elbovs and for

the total score. Gains for identification of head, eel's, cceu
of

and ziluth were not possible because perfect pre-test scoraf:_

£' can Gains in the identification of ankles and fees; wee positive

but not to the extent of significance at the .05 love)



TABLE IX

Mean Pre-test, Post-test and Gains Scores In Bodj imae Teat

Level of
B.:;dy-Feature....air.a.,-<,y._ ye,

al Meal S.D.

Shoulders Pre- 27 2.3333 0.9198
Post- 27 3.0000 0.0000

*rains 0.666,.: 0.9198 3.78P .002

Hips Fre- 27 1.3333 0.7338
Post- 27 2.4374 0.8863
Gains 1.0741 0.9578 -1.80/17 .002

Head Pre- 27 3.000E 0.0000
Post- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Gains 0.0000 0.0000 N.S.

Ankles Pre- 27 1.5185 0.8933.
Post- 27 2.66.56 0.6201
Gains 1.1481 0.9087 0.8589 'A.S.

Ears Fre- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Post- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Gains 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 N.6.

Elbows Pre- 27 2.0741 0.9576
Post- 27 2.8148 0.5572
Gains 0.7407 1.0594 3.6293 .002

Eyes Pre- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Post. 27 3.0000 0.0000
Gains 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 ILS.

Peet Pre- 27 2.8519 0.5337
Post- 27 2.9630 0.923
Gains 0.1111 0.57 0.9899 .S.

Mouth Pre- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Post- 27 3.0000 0.0000
Gains 0.0000 0.0000 "0.)000 N.3

Total Pre- 27 22.7111 .3912
Post- 27 25 8518 1.4061
Gains 3 7407 2.5344 7,6679 .002

tommiraft ...a...0.0mo- a +11.111.{..*- A...4W ol} aa.a,.... - 4- ss - -

* PN,ete. 3t score subtracted from Post-6::es. score
of sinifl(iance on two-tailed ist,



CHAPTER TV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS;, AND RnOMMENDATIONS

in order to .t.ncrease tne probability of arriving at valie

conclusions in the absence of a contrel. group it was posmble

Jet arriving at gains scores with the Vechsler ?reschoo end Frimary

Scale of Intelligence, to utilize scaled scores, which t a a

large degree compensate for increase in chronological ege.

Tee Scaled scores are the result of raw scores being eoneertee to

a scale wits a mean of 10 and these scores are based on a :Liven

child's age group. The scaled score represents the child's staeanc;

relative to the children in the standardization sampee. Incri.L3e

J.e the scaled scpre from pre-to mid- or post-testing, therefore,

is a gain beyond the normal development correlated with :brovlo3oEic.11

age. In similar fashion the scores used to compute gains on

the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual Perception were the

.c.aale scores derived from the conversion tables provided by te

tst, manual. All, determinations of statistical significance

gains scores were made on the rigorous basis of two-tailee te,ts

or significance.

A number of conclusions appear valid:

1. Perceptual handicaps can be detected at LI .eeschsol

with considerable accuracy. The ebserved persisl,enc:; of

the problems over an extended period of time offera
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convincing confirmation. it might be argued thee many

children evidencing early perceptual confusions naturally

grow out of ;hag.. in time. The fact is that if children were

chosen at random, an estimated 10% ,o 25% of them would

fan to develop to the point where they could perform

academically on an acceptable level. The children involved

in this present research were revealed through carefu

screening to snow extreme evidence of underdevelopment in

perceptual functions. It seems safe to say that the substantial

majority of them would later be considered leernilg di3abled.

2. The first areas of performance to ehow significant ;;.aln were

Geometric Design and Picture Completion as found in the

Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligenee. Plthougn

only 4 areas were tested at mid-term, gain in these areas

may be indicative of a productive theoretical framework for

remediation. The author of the Wechsler Scale inOicetes con .-

cerning tne Geometric Design subtest that "the ablilt:.es

measured by the teat depend-prfAartly on perceptual and

visual-motor organization." Likewise, the subteet of

Picture Completion taps the function of porceptunt awarenes

3. The remeOiation techniques used were associated mere w:.th

gains in the Performance area than gains in tne Vel'tril area

as indieeted by the Wechsler PreschozJi Prima Scale of

Intelligence. The only sigaicieant change in the verbal

area was in Arithmetic which showed positive gain ['rem pre

to' post-teating. The author Indicates that this Le
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'...designed to measure basic qantitative concepts without

involving explicit use of numbers. r l With the exeption of

Vocabulary 'which snowed a non-significant decreas' other

verbal subtest scores showed change in a positive direction

but to a degree less than statistical significance. With

the exception of the gains score or. the Animal Hotzse subtest

(which was positive bu!; non-significant) all Performance

subtest gains scores were positive and highly significant.

This superiority of gain on the performance subtests tends

to confirm the effectiveness of the remediation techniques

in developing functional perceptkal ability. The Mock

Design subtest is described by the author as "...a sorting

as well as a perceptual motor test. '2 The Mazes subtest

involves spatial orientation. It is of interest that, positive

but non-significant change occurred in the gains score on the

Animal House subtest which is described by the author as

requiring"...the child to associate sign with symbol."

and furtne,' stating "Memory is, of course, a basic factor,

but attention span, goal awareness and ability to concentrate

may also be involved."4

1
Wechsler, David. Manual: Wechsler Preschool and Priliar, Sca:!.c.of
Intelligence . New York: The Psychological Corporation, 1957, p. 9.

2
Ibid. p. 10.

3
Ibid., p. 11.

4Ibid., p. 11.
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The overai] Verbal gains score was positive but non-sigrificant,

the overall Performanee gains score was highly sir,Tificant,

and the Full Scale gains score :as nighly significant. Thus

it is evident that mental fun.ctioning Is subetant:ally improved

by the use of these techniques.

5. Significant poaitive gain in the ability of visual pereeption

is associated with the specified remediation technique employed.

Gains in figure-ground perception and the perception of form

constancy were positive at a hign level of signiftcance.

6, Motor skills and body image showed highly significant positive

development, but the extent to whicn the remediation techniques

were associated with these gaine cannot be ascertained to the

absence of a control or normative group. Highly complex motor

skills such as jumping rope and throwing and catching a ball

appear to develop more slowly ae evidenced by the fact

that on these skills gains were positive but not to the level

of significanee.

7. Basic to the ultimate effectiveness of the technical training

in all areas was the therapeutic quality of the relationahip

between each staff member and each child. Expectation,

persuasion, opportunity, the absence of coercion, and conA3tint

effort to help each child meet his needs developed a depth of

relationship between the children and the staff that slowly

but steadily. brought order out of chaos. Only in the case of a

child endale.;ering the safety of another or himself would
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a staff member physically intervene and then the practice was to

envelop an uncontrolled child in his arms restraining him with

Firmness, yet gentleness. It was a highly regarded rule never to

threaten or coerce a child, It was incumbent upon a eeaff elember

not only to snow patience, but to develop a quality of eletionship

with a child that led to cooperation. From chaotic and

frustrating beginnings it was as though children and staff members__

learned together acquiring en uncommon depth of loyalty that

emerged very subtly in the midst of stress and ever-present failure.

In the most extreme cases referral to local pediatricians led to

the prescription of medication, usually ritalin. In every case

distractability and hyperkinesis began to subside. Greater

impulse control and some of the first signs of gentleness appeared.

It was the shared aspiration of the etaff never to tell a child

that he was wrong, instead trying to arrange the elements of hJs

experience in such a way that the . child could discover his error

for himself.

The constant contact of the parent education specialist with

the parent and the-trustin ehich she was held by parents

resulted in parental responsiveness to suggestion and to eAeellent

attendance at parent meetings where there was professional leceure

and informal discussion dealing with homelife and ehildreaelng.

The close communication and cooperation tkat developed with the

staff members of Child and gamily Service enabled a concerted
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approach to the inclusive and interdependent problems of the

fanily ;,;() be made. Finally, the eager cooperation of school and

welfare personnel alded in etabi)izing the conditions necessary

for ';.he successful adjustment of thest.i children.



Appendix 1

EXPERIMESTAL LEARNING ?R0f1RAM

for Preschool Child-4,en in
the Model Cities Ama

For over-activg children who have
difficulty paying attention

For inf)rmation call:
784-8441 (9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon)
782-3860 farternoons,-evenf.ngs and

wekends)
Leland Bechtel, Project Directori



Apecdix B

TO: Radio S'::ations WPNO, WCOIJ, ARD WLAM

PRM: Leland .,Sechtel, Project Director
Learning Center
Park Hill Avenue
Auburn, Maine

Please make the following free public service announcement
during the month of August.

Special Preschool. Program for Model Cities Children

If you have a normally bright 4 or 5-year-old child who

just can't sit still or pay attention, who seems to gat into

more that his sllare of trouble, yet who seems to try so very

hard; you might want to have him considered for the federally

supported Experimental Learning Program.

At no expense to you, a kind sympathetic, highly qualifiei

staff will train your child by means of some of the most

advanced techniques employed in education. When he enters

school, your child will receive special tutorial help and

attention, and his progress will be carefully followed by

a professional staff.

This program for 4 and 5 year-old children will run from

this September to next April with selsions being held at

the Learning Center, Park Hill Avenue, Auburn, Meine.

For information call: 784-8441 (9:00 7 12:00)



Appendix C

SPECIAL PRESCHOM PROGRAM

FOR MODEL CITIES CHILDREN
(4-5 Year

Thirty fcur arld five year old Zodel CLties children wal be selected
for this federzlly suppc,rted experimental program that run from
September, 1971 to April, 1972. This program Is espec-Ally designed far
highly active, normally bright children.

We will 1!;ive your child these unusual advantages:
1) We wil) discover how your child learas best by making use of special

educational tests and trained Individualized observation.

2) Then, we will train your child by means of some of tie most advarned
techniques yat employed in eduction.

3) When :,00r child enters school, we will provide a specially trainiA
tutor for him teaching him by means of methods that we have discovered
work well with him.

4) We will be in conference with your child's regular f;chool teachers
sharing our yearning discoveries so that your child's manimdm pmgess
will continue throughout the school year.

5) We will share all our information with you, his parents, so that r',U
may be able to test help him at home.

To have your child considered for this program .7:6.11:

734-8441 Okytitne)

7823361 tEvenings and Weekends)

THE LEARNING DISABILITY PROGRAM
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY TASK FORCE ON SOCIAL WILUARF.4, TV.

Park Kill Avenue
Auburn, Maine

Project Director - Leland P. Bechtel, PhD..
Assistant Project Directco - David R Magnussen, B.A.



Appendix D

P-pi TASKS

Name Test (Pre- or Post-)000.0.4 00
Rater Date- 0100 ....011

Cannot
Perform

Excellent Good Fair Poor Task
5 4 3 2 1

1) Jumping Rope . .1.....M.M... . .---..... 4M..... NW M610Yia,, 0..W.I..t0.0.

2) Bouncing Ball

Right Hand . . . .

Left Hand

.0Y,L00.0410.............-- .................. wwwwM.MIrsoMMEMORM.
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3) Throwing and
Catching Ball . . .
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........................
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Backwards . . . .eaft...plAi"0 7070., ....,..< ...../4.NAS.04(eDoNla -.0.0.0 0..0.0.0Hy

Sideways . . m00att1014. .,7i.0s,as.0....,..1ftwnceAft000 ....wwwiaNnulPS AMMWM.

5) Skipping o
.m...10001,4e.,04101.1M0 00.7070*ao 0.16.101Nionttaa.".= isomon.r.00111.4101 .01114,4Alm nleAss.vmma,

6) Hopping

Right Fool&

Left Foot

.

0=0. 03.1 0,01,-.1 01000 y606011
007002000% 010001.010-1.0.00.040- 1,10 0.11,....e. 10r,Ire

5 4 3 2 1
Excellent Good Fair Poor Cennm,

Perform
TaLk



Appendix E

Date rame
..,-...,41111.NO.A1Mr.i. 4.

Pre-test
Post-test

Parthdate
Ase

0.1.....1.40.,...hargtos.1.011411141....s.,cm.

Yrs Mcs.

Score

IDENTIFICATION OF BODY PARTS

1 t.
r-7 3

"Feels Around" Hesitant; Decisive Pall,

(Inaccurate) (Accurate) (Accurate) Indf%lated

Shoulders

Head

Ankles

Ears

Elbows

'Eyes

Feet

Mouth

4111

Comments:

Examiner



Part

Summer Program

(Elementary School Pupils)

duly - August, 1972
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

The Statement of the Problem

Tnis research eveluated the effects of methods of remediletion

of learning disabilities in elementary school cnildren upon

perceptual-mcto ability, certain aspects of intellectual

functioning and performance in specified areas of learning.

.basic; linittaak

It was hypoeneSized that an experimental group of elemenixy

scnool children, diagnosed as perceptually disabled (dysleelc)

on the basis of careful screening procedures and subjectu to

intense remediation procedures in a six-week summer p-ogram and

a contra] grcup similarly diagnosed as perceptually disabled

would he significantly differentiated at the cicee of the

experiment in perceptual-motor ability, certain aspects of intellec-

tual functioning and specified areas of learning and that the

experimental group would be significantly aore affected in these

areas than would the control group.

The Need for tnt :3tudx

The salient features of the whole dyslexic problem have been

described in Part Y. under this game heading. Mile the prognosis

for early detection and remediaticn has been generally favorable,

the succeez of remedlation attemts has dimf,niahed sharply with

increasing age. Due to the large numbers of perceptually impaired

children who constantly suffer academic failure and consequently
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grow deeply discoum&ed and Qften nostile, is must be

found to reconstruk:t the perceptual, intetrati:e and resp,_;nse

:,ystems .)1 Lhese chLieft awl pot them on the road to ac;;:dewic

pro6r!ISS, This research is aimed at te;,cint; tne of

c.f remediation procedures with taose v.no already

i)ainfully frustrated and deeply discoura6ed.

By anci large, the only recipients of attemw.s a remediation

have been children ,c.q. privilegec, wealthy families bs.-cau:le

tre prohlbitive costs of low pupil - teacher mt1;% pio7,eorInt;

rehaviitaive programs4 This present reaecn 15 an atLempt to

test the effects of certaln remedlal procedurs upon tne responses

of cUloren of elementary school a6c: who face the addlicinal

nardshipo of being culturally disadvantszced



CHAPTER II

PROCEDURS IN COLLECTIN3 DATA

The SettL1E

The data for this research was derived mostly from e]e,nentary

school children residing in the Model Cities vicinity of Lewiston,

Maine. The mere than 1500 children between the ages of 5 year*

and V yeare who reside in the Model Cities area provided the pool

of children from which 40 subjects with pronounced dyslexic

tendencies were selected. The primary means of locating children

foe initial ecreening was through referrals from the elementary

school principals of the five schools in the area. The

teachers of .here schools have become sufficiently well informed

to recognize cases of perceptual disablement with a high degree

--ere-accuracy. Through observational visits to the summer program

of the previous year, through teacher workshops featuring

speakers on learning disabilities (including the director of

this prevent project), and through growing information programs

on both local and national levels, teachers haVe become far more

sensitive to the needs of dyslexic children than ever before.

Further publicity was gained through newspaper ads, public service

announcements on the three local radio stations, and mimeographed

flyers distributed through the city Health nurses, the Mode?

Cities Office and low income meeting places.

The remedial training program was conducted at the Pettengill

Elementere School, 1,eiwiston, Maine, made available oy the

unesual:y helpful Superintendent of Schools. This well-equipped,



spacious -;chool wit- a gymnasium ana

gives adequate for t4.--deeds of the pr1.7u;ram. 7 t

of the rchos.1 prin4pal, the prol,isior :anatcriai

the ,:o3perativs- natuale of the seri:t;irial 1.e4--sonnel VI

the effective operation of the pro6ram. The ,)pacs

as foll=swa'

Tt.:.wial rooms
Math clast room
hglish composition room
Per trainth6 room
Gross motor traihin6 r iom
Outside play ar..ia

Dining area
Kitcen
orrIce

Reserch Poallations

Forty elementary schtnl anildren vNit.h an av=:;y:1

10.29 years were selected on the :,asts ;31 e-41.ensiwt .11

screening as 3u.fficlent1y perceptually disaold fo,

=

the remedial pr,r.gram, it was seldom possitile to wiv-

one tent because of the difficulty or testing many c.f f:e.

Thetr Initial uncooperativeness, their inability *.o

sustained mailner, and t!leir urvoilLingness inablty -4

directions made the acquisition or data very dilf14)t

In every :lase wherein data ,o:Ald be '>t)teined data %

included in this analysis.

Materials and Evaluative Devices
A...N..0 kl .r

The following evaluative deAces were usad )3.1i tc?;.



Viechsler Trott llionce Scale
foP Children

Slin8erland Screening Tests
for. IdentifyinG Children
wit,1 Language

Frostig .Developmental Test
of Visual Perception

Metropolitan. Reaching Tests

Xetropolitan Arithmetic Test

Gilmore Oral Reading Test

Tests of Motor Tasks

The above tests were administered by

(Initial Screenia6)

(Initial Screenint; plus
pre- and post-testAnz)

(Initial Screening plus
pre- and post-testing)

(Pre- and Post-testing)

(Pre- and post-testing)

(Pre- arid post-testinj

(Pre- and post-- testing}

three trained testers

in conjunction with consultants who assisted in the analysis of

test data and advised in test interpretation. The decision to

snroll a child in the program was made by project director following

a diagnostic council meeting wherein data from the tests administered

tne prev:,ous day tas presented and carefully analyzed.

Tezlting for screening purposes was done at the a

Center oe;.;inning on the first Saturday in May and continuing on

Saturdays aatil mid-June. Following the end of the school term

te:,;;ing was done 5 days weekly through tne first week in July.

Sci-eeLing was accomplished in approximately 4 full weeks of work.

lAechsler Intelli-ence Scale for Children

The 415C is a distinct test from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

anu is preferred in testing adolescents up through the age

ve p.ars. This teat yields a deviation which is based on

a comp:Arison each subject's test performance with the scores
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earned by individuals in his ae,e group.,,,-'1M-T.Q. of 100 is set

equal to the mean total score for each age, and the standard

deviation is set equal to 15 points. The WISC consists of 12

aubtests df,vided into two equal subgroups identified as Verbal

and Performance. The reliability coefficients computed by the

split-half technique for children aged 102 years are as follows:

Verbal Score, .96; Performance score, .89; and Full Scale score:

.95.

This test was used to assess the general inzellectual level

of the child to determine if he qualified intellectually for

admiision to the program, and it was used diagnostically as an

indicator of dyslexic symptoms on the basis of certain typical

patterns of response.

Slink and Screening Tests_ for Identifylak.
Children with SessiliceDisAkility,

This test was administered individually to each child to

discover weaknesses in visual, auditory, and kinesthetic functioning.

The authors indicate that "the purpose of the Screening Tests Is

to screen from among a group of children those with potential language

difficulties and those with already present specific language

disabilities who are in need of special attention at the momen-.."1

These tests appear in three sets continuing to the 4th grade but

ma:1 be used with individuals beyobd the given grade levels. The

raingeriand: Beth. Teacher's 014nual to acunalySlingtrlanScreeniqr,,
Tests for IdentALYitChildrerLyansua$ DDisabi lity.
Cambridge: educators Publishing Service, Inc., 1970, p. xx.



author 3.(4icates that "...they may he used for comparative purpoS-es

to measure gains after remediatioa. "1

Frosti4jayslumental Test of Vi.itIALEIELst'.oa

Tnis test is described in Fart S of this report under the

sake heading.

Metro22241AILReaskikeste

ljh. author's describe the purpose of this test as "...to

afford dependable data concerning the level of pupi] achievement

2in word knowledge and reading. nThis test was admlnistered to

pupils in small groups. Scoring wan in terms of raw scores, standard

scores, stanines, grade equivalents, and percentile rank. The

tabular presentations in thf.s report contain raw scores, The

authors indicate that an important use of the test is ...to

compare present achievement with past achievement in orair. to

determine and evaluate progress."

Metropolitan Arithmetic Test

This test presents data concerning the level of achievement

in arithmetic computation and arithmetic problem solving and

concepts. This test was administered to pupils in small groups,

Scoring was in terms of raw scores, standard scores, stanines,

and grade equivalents. The tabuIa presentaticns in this report

are in terms of raw scores. The reliability coefficient of the

p. 3.
2
Directions for Administering Metropolitan Achievement 'Nets. i,t)ter
N. Durast, Editor. New York: Harcourt, Brace and Wo.:1(1,
1999, P. 7.

p. 3.
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aeithmetie computation subtext is .92 and of the arithmetic

problem solving and concepts subest is .83.

Gilmore OrALMagaL7ast

This individually administered test provides measures of

accuracy of oral reading, comprehension of material read, and

rate of reading. It has two equSrvalent forms, C and D and has

levels for pupils in grades 1 through 8. Each form presents 10

oral reading paragraphs which form a continuous story with

iXlustviations of characters and events in the paragraphs, and

five comprehension questions for each paragraph. For purposes

of: this research trained testers recorded each pupil's responses

on lassette tape and scored the test from the recording. Thus

acerracy of scoring as well as permanence of record could be

assured. Alternate forms were administered pre and post-. The

test is interpreted in terms of raw scores, stanlnes, grade

equivalents and ratings. The tabular presentations of this

report are In terms of raw scores.

Test of Motor Tasks

This test required the performance of the following physical

tasks which were rated by the tester on a5-point scale: balance

beam forwards, backwards, and sideways; balance board; skipping;

and hopping. The ocular pursuits of tracking and convergence were

rated on a 3-point scale. Dominance tests were also give, for

diagnostic purposes but not included in the assessment of proeass.

See Appendix A.



Methods of Remedlation

The staff eensisUed of the following members:

1 Project director
1 assistant project director part-time)
1 Parent education specialist
3. Perceptual-motor specialist
2 Gross motor specialists
2 Teaching aides

13 Reading tutors
1 English composition teacher
1 Math teacher (part-time)
1 Secretary (part-time)
1 cook (lert-time)
1 cook-aide (part-time)
4 Drivers (part-time)

2 aides from the Neighborhood Youth Corps

The staff was selected on the basis of experience and

effectiveness with this age group of children. One week of

training preceded the 6 week program at which time outside consultants

were employed to instruct the staff. Most of the reading tutors

had prior tutorial experience plus well developed theoretical

understan:Ungs through a course on learning disabilities offered

at Bates College. During the operation of the program, staff

meetings were held at the close of each day not only dealing with

the material aspects of the program but to discuss the needs of

individual children and to plan an integrated approach to the

problems of each child.

The program was organized according to the following schedule

from Monday to Thursday:
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Hemediation initially focused of tne simplest, most basic

perceptual-aasociational elements in reading. Responses were

overlearned until they were automatic. The tutor endeavored to

plan the learning experience so that the cnild was correct in

nearly all of his responses. Systematic elimination of interference

between discriminations and associations were undertaken in

graduated steps. Finally, the tutor utilized frequent reviews

of basic perceptual, associational, and blending skills involving

actual reading.

The relationship between the child and the tutor was a

sensitive one. Interest., acceptance, and approval were essential

to the child's progress in learning. It was the task of the tutor

to analyze the child's needs and to structure the learning situation

so that the child would have his first experiences of success.

The perceptual-motor training was directed by a highly experienced

teacher who had taught on levels ranging from K to 12 end wav

experienced in teacning dyslexic children. She was assisted by

a younger teacher's aide. The curriculum included visual,

auditory and motor coordination activities. Visual tracking eye

exercises were daily provided for children diagnosed as lacking

smooth control. Auditory discrimination records were employed to

cultivate attending to specific auditory stimuli. A rotating

pegboard was used to develop fine muscle coordination and an

Integrator was used to develop sequencing skill. In addition,

drawing activities, games involving counting and puzzles inv%'lving



figure-ground perception were utilized. The activities participated

in here were always presented within the context of play and

were constantly being augmented with new additions. Intense

interaction of the teacher and Ler aide with the pupils was constantly

maintained. The teachers participated with the children in

everything. The aim here was to enable the child to focus and

attend to specific visual and auditory stimuli, to establish

eye-muscle coordination, to achieve unity of dominance, and generally

to develop fine muscle control. The gross motor training was aimed

at developing performances utilizing the large muscle groups

which may serve as the foundation for fine muscle coordination

such as handwriting. Throwing and catching; a tasketbell, shooting

baskets, skipping and balancing were employed. Rhythmie motor

activities such ae skipping rope, dancing, and she performance

of gymnastics were stressed. Finally, techniques of relaxation

were regularly utilized to reduce neuro-muscular tension.

English composition class was conducted by a highly skilled

male teacher having a record of unusual success with disadvantage1

children. He encouraged the telling of stories out of everyday

city life, illustrating these experiences with pictures and

simple drawings, and then putting the narrative into written form

that would be bound along with the pictures into the form of a smalT,

book. He steadily cultivated in pupils the ability to compose

themes and essays by the progressive development of grammatica

construction in linguistic expreesion. ievelopment of handwriti.n4;

svIAls using Ole materlais of 0i)linqham. St:):Inan, '")-.; :)1
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others was attempted through carefully planned writing

assignments. Exposure of the children to a riSh supply of

children's literature fostered an interest that led to many of

toem acquiring public library cards. The children were given

access to typewriters and provided with enough instruetion to

type snort themes which they composed. Constant praise and

display of the children's work in prominent places in the

building heightened motivation. No matter on what level of

performance, if a child achieved anything that was a step up,

the teacher would rush to the director or some other adult

excitedly showing the child's work often within the observation

of the child. Many of these pupils probably had not received praise

for academic work within their immediate recollection. The

teacher imparted a contagion of enthusiasm regarding English

composition,

Arithmetic was taught by a male college student who had

demonstrated singular effectiveness teaching aritnmetic in this

program the previous summer. His low-keyed, gentle, but firm

manner combined with his brilliant record as a college athlete

to make him an inspiring identification figure for pupils in the

program. The primary text utilized was the Elementaa_lchool

Mathematics, series K-6 by Licholy, et al. licidison-14e.T.7ey Publishing

Company, Inc., 1968). Flash cards, multiplication tables, worksheets,

and recitation were utilized. The teacher had mastered the art

of maintaining constant verbal contact with each child in his
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class ;never more than 7 children) always recognizing each

remark with a constructive response. His class was a virtual

dynamic unit of intercommunication from beginning to end.

Stray comments were always recogai,zed but redirected to the subject

matter at hand without scolding, recrimination, or any clement

of negativism. He encouraged discovery and understanding of

ideas working in drill frequently but for limited periods of

time.



CHAPTER lIT

RESULTS: TREATMENT AND INTERPRETATION OP DATA

Statistics 7ndicatina qomearabillIg of ferouus.

The assumpeion that both groups were comparable with regard

to sex and age is supported by the data indicated in Table I,

page 60. The difference in the composition of the eroups in regard

to sex is only 4 per cent. The ranges, means and standard deviations

of age are closely comparable. The F and "t" ratios indicaee

no significant difference between the groups in age.

The similarity of the two groups in terms of sex and

intelligence is indicaced by Table II, page 61, showine Verbal

IA., Performanee 1.0. and Full Scale measured on the Wechsler

Intelligence scale for Children. Although direction of differences

was in favor of the control group being slrght24 higher, R and ''t"

ratios indicate no significant differences between the groups in

intelligence.

The similarity of the two groups is further shown by tombarsons

of pre-test scores on the following tests indicated by the respe4Alve

tables:

Slingerland Screening Tests, Table III. page 62;
Froseig Developmental Test of Visual Perception,
Table IV, page 63;

Meeropolitan Reading Tests, Table V, Page 64;
Metropolitan Arithmetic Test, Table VY, page 65;
Gilmore Oral Reading Test, Table lin, page 66; and
Test of Motor Tasks, Table VIII, page

However, since this research is concerned with gains scores,

differences between the groups in initial ability wnuld not inla): ate

a comparison of rine groups.



TABLE J.

Description and Comparison of the Experimental and Control Groups
with Regard to Sex and Age

Experimental Group Control Group.

Male Female Male FeMaia_

N 30 10 15 4

Percentage 75 25 79 21

Age: Mean 9.94 11.07 9.92 10.22

Range

Mean

S.D.

6.75-14.83 7.92-15.17

10.50 10.29

1.986

3.75-12.92 7.67-153

10.07

2.558

1.003

0,373*

l'not significant at .05 level of significance



TABLE II
Description and Comparison of the Experimtntal and Control Urou-)s

with Regerd to Sex and Ir:ellionce

-,al.f.s.1OPM. 1...0.113 ../.teganroa-letiwas

Control
14.,,..

Euerimental GroaL
Ymikraw..aele,

Groud
Male Female Male Female

30 10 15 4

Verbal I.Q.
Wean 90.33 79.70 91.67 93.50

Range 72-113 7095 72-100 70-114

Mean 85.02 92.59

S.D. 11.004 33.239

F t.447

nt" ;.420*

Performance I.Q.
Mean 96.93 87.00 95.20 90.00

Range 67-118 51-211 76-118 69-111

Mean 91.97 92.60

S.D. 13.945 11.365

P 1.506

lit it 0.094*
Full Scale I.Q.

Mean 92.83 81.60 92.60 91.25

Range 70-115 62-103 76-107 i7-112

Mean 87.23 91.9:

S.D. 12.739 12.660

F 1. )09

"t"

*not significant at .05 level of s.l.gnificance
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TABLE III

Comparisca of Pre-test Scores on the Slingerland Screening Tests
for Identifying Children with Specific Language Disability

Test N

tian.+1M.E.V..12.9*-..i.-.11,

Vean Ra.(20 S.D. ?

Copying-, Chart E* 32 5.45875 1126 5.6253
1.7229

C**16 4.3125 0-13 4.4379

Copying-Page E 32 1.8125 0-10 2.7171
2.2250

C 16 1.3750 0.7 1.8213

Visual Perception- E 32 3.1562 0-6 1.5869
Memory 1,1245

C 16 4.0000 1-8 1.7888

Visual E 32 2.1375 0-6 3.6061

Discrimination 2.5353
C 16 3.0625 0-7 2.2647

Visual Perception- E 32 7.23125 1-14 3,4288

Memory-Kinesthetic ].1667
C 16 9.12500 3-15 3.7033

Auditory Recall E 32 10.3125 3-27 5.4206
1.4667

C 16 13./875 6-27 6.5.547

Auditory Sounds E 31 6.5000 1-.15 4.0347

1.3737
C 16 6.6875 1-14 4.7289

Auditory E 31 4.6375 0-10 2.7092
Association 3.9108

C 16 5.1875 1-13 5.3576

Total Errors E 39 49.10256 12-124 23.4773
2.0495

C 19 45.36342 23-82 15.3782
Total Errors
Plus Self'- E 39 74 3.333 12 -137 2(.1441

Corrections and 3.7137

Poor Formations C 19 51-7894 23-107 20.7350

* Experimental Group
**Control Group
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TABLE IV

Comparison of ?re-test Scores on the Frostig Developmental
Test of Visual ?erception

.11.11r..........1111Mets1111111.1

Test N Pisan 11420_ S.D.

Eye-Motor E* 40 17.7"i5 14-23 3.7449

Colrlination 1.1013

0** 14 13.7142 13-25 3.9307

Ei ut.1 Ground E 40 17-35 4-20 3,9528
12.0493

C 14 19.2857 13 -20 1.1387

Fom Constancy E 40 10.300 0-17 3.5247
1,4871

C 14 11,7142 4-15 2.9724

Position in F. 40 7.400 3-8 1,0528

Space
1,v707

C 14 7.4285 5-8 0.3516

Spatial Relations E 40 6.425 3-8 3.1297
1.0159

C 14 3.7142 3-8 1.1287

Total :0 40 59.450 29-74 10.4561
1.1565

C 1.5 33.000 41T75 9.7228

* Experimental 0:7.oup
**Control Group



T "AiLE V

Comparison of Pre-test Scores on the Met.?opolitan Rewilng Tests

ftwewma.uM.,MMWM1r1M1=1/ms.Mamm.4*.a.wasa

Test N Mean _Amt. Sal,
Word Knowledge E* 34 15.4411 1-42 7.5123

2.7683
C** 13 21.3076 8-46 12.4992

Reading E 34 15.0588 5-34 5.7098
201903

C 13 17.9230 9-35 8,11504

o.111111.MV.I.MIMMIN

* Experimental
* Control Group

gAna.-4110..M.--24,4
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Comparison of PreTest Scores on the Gil =re Ora3 FIE.a(in;; Test

IMF %.011..K110IMA.I...=1.....Mael.MO.MIMN.M.aa1.Ie...NM al.1111.

Test N Mean RanEe S.D.

Accuracy 1 38 10.315( 0-42 8.2235
4 5T70

C** 18 13.9444 4-47 14.4594

Comprehension E 38 15.6684 3-29 6,50JL

C 18 17.2777 0-40 11.2305

Rate: Words E 37 59.8918 12-120 32.452,3

per Minute 1 557,3
C 14 59.:714 18-138 40.4526

4 Experimental Group
* Control Group



TAELE V13-T

CmpErison of Po-ut -ecz.es on ?1:-)1,,

Task

Eialance Beam F.1* 38 4,Cf.1233
,
.,._,,-

r

Pa.-wards
C "* 15 4.r-333

Lalance Beam E 33 2.42105 3-4

n
, 15 333 : -5

13ai.ance Beam 713
..,

2. 1 .-.6 1-Clk
- ,

61deways
c 13 3.2c5.3 2-5

Balance Boartl E 38 3.1v210 3-5

c 13 3.3,-)30 1-5

Sk4ping E 38 4.3157 1-5

C 15 4.3333 2-5

flopping 2 38 4.-J578 1-5

C 15 4.6000 4-5

Ocalar Pursuits

1,0hA:

334(4

Tracking 38 '2.056 1..-.1 o,,3)30
1*%!13411

C /4 2.424357 1-3 0.1..6:3

Ocavergence 4 38 :-, L7i9 1-3 0,),-.3

C 14 2.'7,357 2-3 Q 457

Experimental Group
"Control Croup



atistical :Iroreeure

In order to determine the ey.tent of remediatjon of learning

disability io ar experimental grc,up e_nd a control grol,p

evaluating each group prior tho traiainiL and after t4le y.*ag

for perceptaai, n tor, aritilmetic.al and reading skf.s tne ft."

ret.hod for asses:Ariz the siirnifLcance of t_le differences betwee:1

correlated means cf small sp.mpleb was used. The fo:lowing steps

weve taken:

1. The scor-.:s for each measure, ,pre- and r,ost, were obc,ined fc-v

each S i. th:: group.

2. The difference between pre- End post- scores for ea :h measure

was ootainecl for each S in the gl'oup.

The me n; and standard th:viations of these means were cicvlatpd.

Ey using the following formula and going into the "t" tables 'Rita

Y-1 degrees of freedom, it was po:',sible to determine wither

differences were significant at tne five per cent levrA of

significance:
Mdi

2
,1 x d

WN-l)

Mdi = ;Bean of the N differcce of paired obseinations

xd = devintion of a dlffrenco .Crom the man of i.he
differences.

The means and standard deviatiom. of th4! difference;: of each measor'a

indicated the extent to which the training, objectives wore attained

the measure obtained with ti.e V.:%rmula indioud v:h,?Lher nc;I:
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these difforences were signiff.cz4nt at tne five per cent level

conf:ioenee.

I order to make an in,:e;i-roup cg-mparison of 7he

dLta obtainee, from tht,2 determication or o:Itec- of

rmeriiation in te experimental group hnd the c_tent of ,etii:Nalati7n

:ID the control group to ascertair, tne effect of speciaaized tr:aird,t6

.upin perceptual, motor, arithmeUcal and reading skill: the P

:,es; or honogeneity of variance a.t the five per cent lvel was

Ised to satisfy the assumption underlying the "t" tent!

R = laxaer variance
smaller variance

Md 2
INRIMImo*O.m.

I

x'0 2

- 1

tad` = sum of squares of the sample. Thereupon the

mfA;n,:d for e. sae ssing ;he significance. of the differenct!s between

wcol?related me sus of small samples was used by tre%,1-Anr, he

a:orementiored data according to the following forn-Aa:

M, - M2
"t"

+ 4'1
1 4. 142

1 M2 2 1142

where Nil and M2 are the means In the two samples (here, the meao*



of the dlffe:.ences la v-IF: two samoles), arc. ziu

sums of the .iquares of the two sarlples

from the mea:,s o° the defferenees. N1 and N2 Elre. J.-!;

of observatlIns, respectively. Going into tr.':

N 4 - 2 de,;rees of freedom, It was possible .

whether thesci differences were sl,cnificant at the , ,o

tent: R-m-20 ky on in Eicprim t kik lrotp

The firs proolem was to ciet.:;...rmine the eAten:.

In an experimenta:, group, emposed of learnim-1 ,le;:er%ar.y

school pupils, by evaluating toe Lroup prior

:.rJd after thia, training period fo;: perceptual, nw..(11,

and reading skills.

Statistics on Sliaorland Screen!: T.

Table IX, page 72, presents the mean pretest

gains scores, the sta.tard deviations of these'scres, :le ":"

-atior of the experimental group on the SliaLevlarid L;:-4=y;:;.AA,

Testt, for 1Contifying Chil_dren with Specific Language

Examination of Tahle IX reveals that highly signifi:ant

were made in the following areas of performarcq!:

Copyl.ng - chart

Copying - Page
Visual Perception - memory
Visual alserim:,nation
A.Aditm'y assoclatian
Total Errors
Tr.%';al arrors rius Self-Corrif.ctions ar,:t
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Two areas of perforalance failed to show signifi:Ilant c.alns -

Vist,lal Perception-Memory-Kinesthetic where positive galn did

not acnievo Gt,atistical signf-ficance and Auditory Recall where

tha,7e was negative gain (inorease ;.n errors) but not Lt-J

level of statistical significance.
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TABLE IX

Mean Pre-tes'..., PDst-test, and Gains Scores of the ExperiJlental
Group on the Sligerland Screenint; Tests for Identi:yinze, Children

with Specific Language Disahnity
_

Test Mean S.D. "t"

Copying-Chart Fre- 32
Post- 32

*Gains

Copying-Page Pre- 32
Post- 32
Gains

Visual
Perception-
Memory

Visual Dis-
crimination

Visual
Perceptir,n-

Memory-
Kinesthetic

Auditory

Auditory
Sounds

Auditory
Association

Total Errors

Total Errors
Plus Self-
Corrections and

Pre- 32
Post- 32
rains

Pre- 32

Post- 32
Gains

Prer 32
Post- 32
Gains

Pre- 32

Post- 32
Gains

Pre- 31

L'oLt- 31

Gains

Pre- 31
Post 3)

Gains

Pre- 39
Post- 39
Gains

Pre- 39
Post- 39
Gains

5.46375
3.000
2.46875

1.8125
0.7500
1.0525

-A.15625

2.12500
1.03125

2.18750
1.16750
1.00000

7.23125
6,5625
0.71375

10.31250
12.23125
-1.96875

6.50000
5.28125
2.21375

4.68750

3.34375
0.64375

42.12323
5.97435

74,33333
62,05128
12.28205

3.8253
3.4541

0.525304 .05

2_71(1
1.7780
2.263846 2.443/9 .05

1.6839
1.862)
J.738615 3.29441

3.6061
1.4241
1.481046 3.3a)38 .002

3.4233
3.3170
3.3031b5 1.13037

5.4206
7.2344
3.620533 -1.68525

4.0347
4.3653
3.235119

2.7092
2.7626
1.893066

2.099.)7

2,47052

A .S

23.4473
25.2900
15.4723 2,31325 .01

27,1441.

15.'1466

17.414373 4.40375 .002
Poor Formations
* Post-test error score subtracted from Pre-test error score
vlievel of sivificance on 2 -tail( A test



Statistics )n FrostlgRaejopmental TeCt of Visull Percent Lori

Table page 74, prestInts the mean pre-tes%,

gains scores, tne standard devi.atioc,e of tnasf sco.:.co and ..hc:'

"t" ratios :in areas of visual perception measurea )y tft 5 Prcfc;tg

Examination, of Table X reveals that positive cemrgs with a

high level of significance occurred in eye-motor c:)ordj.%ation.

rigure grog c,, form constancy, spatial relations anc:. tot P,) :;es;

performance, Fositive change occurree In perceptict of pos-tlr:

in space but this gain falls shor.t of being Lfq;nificant,
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OP'

TABLE X

Mean Pre.-test, Poat-test and Calms 6coes of the Lxperimentai
Group on the Frostig Developmental Test of Visual FereeptLon

Test N Mean S.D. 't"

Le-1 3f
avif!_ance

Eye-Motor Pre- 40 17.775 3.7449
Coordination Post- 40 39.250 3.3645

*Gains 1.475 2.561913 3 i5333 .002

Figure GrounJ Pre- 40 17.375 3.9528
Post- 40 :6 ::00 3.3497
Gains 1.025 1.86049 3.50134 .,002

Form Constancy Pre- 40 30.-,00 3.62147
east- 40 14.075 2-3639
Gains 3.2/5 3.145917 3.591111 .,302

Position Pre- 40 7.400 1.0328
in Space Post- 40 7.575 0.8129

Gains 0.175 1.114161 1.02174 N.3.

Spatial Pre- 40 6.425 1.1297
Relations Poet- 40 6.850 1.4771

Gains 0.425 0.984174 2.76327 .A.

Total Pre- 40 59.450 10.45a1
Post- 40 66.125 13.4829
Gains 6,674 5.205455 8.10395 .002

..... -
* Pre-test :core suttracIted fvom Post-test score
** on 2-tailed test



Statistics on Metro, olitan Readir Tests

Table XI, page 76, presents the mean pre-est, cost-test

and gains scores, the stand: rd deviattorm of these L cores znd

the ut" ratios of performance in word knowledge and reading-as

measured by tue Yeetropolitan Reading Tests.

InspectJon of Table XI reveals that although there were

positive changes from pre- to post-testing, the gains in word

knowledge and reading were not significant at the .W.3 levea.

It should be noied, however, that the in reading; approached

this level of sinificance.



TABLE Xi

Mean Pe-test, Post-test, ald Gans 6cores of the 'IiIxpevimental
Group on the Metropolitan Readlng TestE

Test

Ward Knowletge

Reading

Fre- 34
Post- 34
*Gains

Pre- 34
iost- 314

Gains

Mean

16.441)76
17.205332
0.764703

15.058823
13.332352

1-323529

.',La';c1 ').1"

S.D. "T;" SINlificance

7.5123
7.3352
!-,.918935 Q.7 933 N.3.

5.7098
7.5679
5.929586 1 27881 N.S.

Pre-test score subtracted fromPost-test score
41' on two - railed test
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Statistics on MeLmLLLusE Arithmetic Testa

Table XlY., page 7d, presents tr:.e pre-test, post test, and

galas scores, the standard deviations of these scores and

the "t" ratios of performance in computation and prob:,em solving

and concepts as measured by the Ma;ropolitan Arithmetic Test,

Inspection of Table XII reveals a gain in computati.m

sigaificant at one hign level of .002 tine, a gain ire ,;roblem

solving and concepts highly significant at the .01 level.
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TABLE XII

Mean Pre-test, Pw-it-test and 'Mins Scores of the 2xpaimenta1
Gr)up on the Metropolitan. Arithmetic Test

N S.D. "t" Si. ificance*1

...MM....

Test

Computation

....
Mean

?re- 35 15.742857 11 ..9517

Post-35 20.035714 10.9070
"-Gains 4.342857 4.862473 5.28039 .002

Problem Pre- 28 9.89285i 6.2432
Solving & Post-28 12.035734 8.0851
Concepts grains 2,142357 4.079889 2.7"/552 .01

*Pre-teat score subteacted from ?ost-test score

** on two-tai!ed test
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Statistics on Gilmore Oraljitaillaralest

Table Xiii, page 8o, presents the pre-test, post-test,

.and gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores and

the. "tt! ratios on the Gilmore Oral Reading Test.

InspectiOn of Table XIII reveals gains in accuracy significant

at the .002 level and gains in comprehension also significant

at the .002'level. There was a loss in rate: words per minv,te,

but this loss was not significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE XIII

Mean Pre-test, Post-test and-GaJ:ns Scores of the Exferimental
Group on the Gilmo:ie Oral Reading Test

Test

Accuracy

Comprehension

Rate: Words
per minute

N

,IMIACIIIM~Imr...111rmatab.mmemb..*

Mean S.D.

Le'iel of

Pre- 38
Post- 38

10.315789
16.000000

8.2235
12.7978

*Gains 5.684211 7.079110 4.94608 .002

Pre- .38 15.868421 5.5064
Post- 38 20.842105 7.3430
Gains 4.973684 4.162162 7.36086 .002

Pre- 37 59.691892 32.4523
Post-'37 57.000000 30.5777
Gains -2.891892 17.4256 -1.00381 N.S.

woole

*- Pre-test score subtracted frm Post-test score
** on 2-tailed test
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Statistics on Motor Tasks Tests

Table XIV, page 82, presents the pre-test, post-test and

gains scores, the standard deviations of these score and the

"t" ratios on the Motor Tasks Tests.

ExaMinai;ion of Table XIII reveals gains at high levels' of

on all tasks:-balance beam (forwards, backwards, and

sideways), balance board, skipping, hopping, ocular pursuits

tracking and convergence).



TABLE XIV

Mean Pre -test, Post-tests and Gains scores .of the Experimental
Group on Motor Tasks

..11.MMOOM.

Test N Mean
Level of

"t" Signlficance**

Balance Beam
Forwards

Pre- 38
Post- 38

4.05263
4.78947

1.1137
0.4741

"Gains '0.73684 1.057355 4.31409 .002

Balance Beam Pre- 33- 2.42105 1.0035
Backwards Post- 38 3.86842 1.0697

Gains 1.44737 1.155422 7.73606. -002

Balance Beam Pre- 38 2.71053 0.9838
Sidewgys Post- 38 3.92105 0.7491.

Gains 1.21052 1.017595 7.32975 .002

Balance Board Pre- 38 3.34211 1.2579
Post- 38 4.63/58 0.8517
Gains 1.28947 1.333716 5.96235 .002

Skipping Pre- 38 4.31579 1.0608
Post- 38 4.92105 0.2733
Gains 0.60526 1.103766 3.35083 .002

Hopping Pre- 38 4.15789 0.9733
Post- 38 4.92105 0.2733
Gains 0.76316 0.970772 4.82600 .002

Ocular Pursuits-
Tracking Pre- 38 2.05233 0.8988

Post- 38 2.94737 0.2262
Gains 0.89474 0.8633 6.35458 .0,32

Convergence Pre- 38 2.57895 04583
Post- 38 2.92105 0.4866
Gains 0.34210 0.7453 2.81213

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score
** on 2-tailed test

4111111.111.11
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Extent of Remediation in Control Group

The second problem was to determine the extent of remediat on

in a control group composed of learning disabled elementary school

pupils, by evaluating the groUp prior to the training and after

the training period for perreptrue:-:T-motor, arithmetical and

reading skills.

StatistiSlinersiandScr
Table .XV, page 84, presents the mean pre-test, post-test

and gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores, and

the "t" ratios of the control group on the Slinger and Screening

Tests.

Examination of Table XV reveals that no significant gains

were made except in the category of visual perception-memory-

kinesthetic where the gain was significant at the .02 level. Ron-

significant negative gains (increase in errors) from pre-to-

post-testing occurred in the following categories:

Copying - page
Auditory recall
Auditory sounds
Auditory association and
Total Errors plus Self-corrections and Poor formations
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TABLE XV

Mean Pre-test, Post-test, and Gains Scores of the Control Group=
on the Slingerland Screening Tests for Identifying Children

with Specific Language Disability

Test Mean S.D. "t"
Leval de

ixlifiJance=1
Copyiag-Chart Pre- 16. 4.3125 4.4379

Post- 16 4.1875 3.4874
*Gains. 0.125 5.22553 0.99492 N.8,

Copying-Page Pre- 16 1.370 1.8211
Post- 16 1.8125 2.0402
-Gains -0.4375 1.63172 -1.07.862 N.S.

Visual Pre- 15 4.0000 1.7838
Perception- Post- 16 3.375 2.1252
Memory' Gains 0.625 1.99577 1.26266 11.S.

Visual Dis- Pre-' 15 3.0625 2.2647
crimination Post- 16 2.3125 2.0238

Gains 0.7500 1.84391 1.62698 N.3.

Visual Pre- 16 9.125 3.703J
Perception- Post- 16 7.000 3.1622
Memory- Gains 2.125 3.13347 2.71469 .02

Kinesthetic

Audito:ry Pre- 15 13.1875 6.5347
Recall Post- 16 13.2500 7.8612

Gains -0.0625 3.53023 -0.16446

Auditory Pre- 16 6.6875 4.7289
Soundi Post- 16 7.1250 4.9648

Gains -0.4375 1.45934 -1.20617 N.8.

Auditory Pre- 15 5.1875 5.3576
Association ?Ott- 16

Gains
5.2500
-0.0625

2.8165
1.94828 -0.12318 r«

Total Errers Pre- 19 45.3684 16.3782
Post- 19 42.4210 20.7503
Gains 2.9474 12.1494 1.05838 N.S

Total Errors Pre- 19 51.78947 20,7350
Plus Self- Post- 19 53.63158 27.1420
Corrections and Gains -1.68421 18.9259 -0.38591 N.S.
Poor Formations

* Pos;7-test error score
**on 2-tailed test

subtracted from Pre-test erry score



Statistics on FrosslamentalpristilPerceZil.on

Table XVI, page 86, presents the mean pre-test, post-test

and gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores, and

the "t='
.
ratios in 5 areas of visual perception measured by the

Frostig Test.

Examination of Table IVI - reveals no significant gains -in

any of the 5 categories. In the areas of figure ground perception

and perception of position in space -the changes from pre- to

post- testing were in a negative direction.
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TABLE XV7.

Mean Pre-test, Post-test, and Gains Scores of the Control Group

on the Frostig Developmental TetA of Visual Perception

Test N

....1.11111....
Mean .S.D.

3.9307
2.6736

3.38792

Level of

!IL...anifiSaRSP'v

0.39751 N.S.

1iye-Notor
Coordination

Pre- 14
Post-14

*Gains

18.714285
19.071428

0.3571428

figure Ground Pre- 14 19.285714 1.1 387

Post --l)4 19.142857 1.4046

Gains -0.142857 0.94926 -0.55183 ?L S..

Form Constancy Pre- 14 11.714285 2.9724

Post-14 12.500000 3.0318

Gains 0.785714 1.92868 1.53260 N,S.

Position Pre- 14 7.4285714 0.8516

in Space Post-14 6.9285714 1.0623

Gains - 0.5000000. 1.01902 -1.83585 N.S.

Spatial Pre- 114 6.7142857 1.1387

Relations Post-14 6.7142857 0.8254

Gains 0.0000000 0.87704 0.00000 N.B.

Total Pre- 16 63.500 9.7228
Post-16 52.750 8.4182

Gains -0.250 7.02057 -0.43871 N S.

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score
* on two-tailed test
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statisIligollttemeiLL112tOlaCapip

Table XVII, page 88; presents the mrian pre-test, post-test

and gains scores, the standard deviation of these .cores, .and

the "t" ratios of performance in word knowledge and ..7eading.as

Measured.by the metropolitan reading Tests.

Inspection of Table XVII reveals that there werj no

significant gains in word knowledge or readin8. In the area

of word knowledge the change was An a negative direction.



TABLE XVII

Mean Pre-test, Post,-test and Gains Scores of the Cont,rol Groap
on the Metropolitan Reading Tests

Test Mean

Word Xnowledge

needing

Pre 13
.Post-13
*Gaihs

Pre- 13
Post-13
Gains

21.307692
20.536461
-0.769231

17.923076
18.076923
0.1538461

41111111111.14i0111110.1111011M11.10114.,

Level of
S.D. 211......6201a.c4pat_..t4.

12.4992
15.9249
7.47079 -0.34952

8.4504
9.8273
3.66956 0.13975 N.S,

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score
**ph two-tailed test
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Statistics on Metroullanarithmetic Tests

Table XVIII, page 90, presents the pre-test, post-test

and gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores and

the "t" ratios of perf=manees in computation and problem sollfmg

and concepts as measured by the Metropolitan Arithmetic Test.

Inspection of Table XVIII reveals no significant change::

from pre= to poet - testing. In both, the category of computation

and category of problem solving and concepts the changes were In

a negative direction.
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TABLE XVIII

Mean Pre-test; Post-test,,,and Gains Scores of the 0cntrol
on the Metropolitan Arithmetic T.:tst

Test

Computation Pre- 14
Post- 14
Ga1ns

Problem
Solving &
Concepts

Pre- 12
Post- 12
Gains

Mean

16.714285
16.000000
-0.714265

Level of
S.D. 'u. .Significans,e'2*

12.9045
_13.7225

3.70920 -0.71621 N.S.

12.500000 10.9751
12.166666-14:223-6
-0.333333 2.22913 -0.51279 N,S.

Pre-test score subtracted from Post.-tess, score
-** on two-tailed test
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Statistics on almore Oral Readin. Test

Table XIX, page 92, presents the pre-test, post-test and

gains scores, the standard deviations of tnese scores and the

"t" ratios on the Gilmore Oral Reading Test.

Inspection of Table XIX reveals no significant change in

accuracy; however, the direction of char. agative. In

comprehension tnere was a gain significant at the .02 level.

Change in rate: words per minute was in a negative direction

but not at a significant level.
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TABLE XIX

3n ire -test, Post-test and Gainr... Scores of the Control Group
on the Gilmore Oral Reading-Teot....W.MM,

Test N Mean S.D.-

.io..ameN*.ryfty

Level of
qt:agniacance**

Accuracy Pre- 18 13.9444 14.4594
Post--18 13.0555 16.6961

*Gains -0.8888 5.07646 -c.66519

Comprehension Pre- la 17.2777 11.2605
Post- 18 39.9444 11..593
Gains 2.6666 4.32502 2.61914 .02

Rates Words Pre- 14 59.5714 40.4526
Per Minute Post -- 14 58.9286 44.7083

Gains -0.6426 14.1617 -0.16909 N.S.

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score
** on 2-tailed test
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Statistics on Motor Tasks Tests

Table XX, page 94, presents the pre-test, post-test and

gains scores, the standard deviations of these scores and the

"t" ratios on the Motor Tasks teats.

Examination of Table XX reveals no significant gains or

any tasks. Performance on the balance beam (forwards and backwards)

as well as skipping and hopping indicated, changes in a negative

direction but not to a significant degree.
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TABLE XX

Mean Pre-test, Post-test, and Gains Scores of the Control Group
on Motor Tasks

Test Mean

Pre- 15 4.5333
Post-15 4.3333

0.7432
1.1126

Level of
Slanificance**

Balance Beam
Forwards

*Gains -0.2000 0.87829 -0.W192 M.S.

Balance Beam Pre- 15 2.9333 1.1126
Backwards Post-15 2.8666 1.1406

Gains -0.0666 0.70374 -0.38524 N.S.

Balance Beam Pre- 15 3.2666 0.9611
Sideways Post-15 3.3333 1.2344

Gains' 0.0666 1.34198 0.20202 M.S.

Balance Board Pre- 15 3.8000 1.3732
Post-15 3.9333 1.0328
Gains 0.1311 1.59759 0.31515 11,3.

Skipping Pre- 15 4.3333 0.9759
Post-15 4.2000 0.7745
Gains -0.1333 1.24591 -0,43089 N.S.

Hopping Pre- 15 4.6000 0.5070
Post-15 4.2000 0.7745
gains -0.4000 0.91026 -1.70393 M.S.

Ocular Pursuits
Tracking Pre- 14 2.4285 0.7559

Post-14 2.6429 0,4972
Gains 0.2143 0.5789 1.35719 N.S.

Convergence Pre- 14 2.7857 0.4257
Post-14 2.9286 0.2672
Gains 0.1429 0.3631 1.44247 M.S.

.11111.11.11.16.10Ta

* Pre-test score subtracted from Post-test score
** on two,:talled test
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InteigraukCopparison of Extent of Remediaeion.

It was hypothesized that tne experimental and control groups

would be significantly differentiated at the close of the

experiment in perceptual, motor, arithmetical, and reading skills

and that the experimental group would be significantly mare

affected in these areas than would be the control group.

Table XXI, page 96,,presents the inter-group defferencee

with respect to mean gains scores on the- Slingerland Screening

Tests for Identifying Children with Specific Language Disability.

Examination of Table XXI reveals that the experimental-group

trained with special methods of remediation made a-larger gain

than the control group in terms of reduction of total errors plus

self-corrections and poor formations on the Slingerland Screening_

Tests and this difference is highly significant at the .01 level;

on the copying-Page subtest the experimental group made a greater

gain than the control group and-the difference between the

groups was significant at the .05 level. On the remaining

subtests, with the exceptions of visual perception-memory-kinesthelc

and auditory recall, the experimental group made larger gains than

the control group but the differences between the groups were aot

significant at the .05 level. In the aforementioned categories

of visual perception-memory-kinesthetic and auditory recall the

control group made larger gains than the experimental group but

the differences between groups were not significant at the .05 level.
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TABLE XXI

Yntergroup Differences of Mean Gains Scores in the slingerland
Screening Tests for Identifying Children with Specific Language

Test
Mean
E-C* F

Level o
Sliolficance "t"

Level of

Copyir.g-chart 2.34 1.5587 N.S. 1.24629 N.S.

Copying-Page 1.50 2.2519 N.S. 2.21111 ,05

Visual
Perception- 0.40 1.2733 N,S. 0.70773 K.S.

MeMory

Visual Dis-
crimination

0.25 1.5500 N.S. 0.50764 N.S.

Visual
Perception- -1.41 1.3180 M.S. -1.31151 N.S.

Memory-
Xineszhetic

Additory -2.03 3.5170 .02 N,f.

Recall

Auditory 1.66 4.7571 .02 1.94500 .1

Soutids

Auditory 0.90 1.0944 N.S. 162940 N,S,

Association

Total Errors 4402 1.0218 N.S. 0.99179 N,S.

Total Errors
Plus Self- 13.95 1.1812 N.S. 2.78533
Corrections and
Poor Formations

* Mean gains scores of Control Group SubtracteafroaTTC6WW of
the Experimental Group
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-Table XXII presents the inter-group differences with respect

to mean gains scores on the Frostig Developmental Test rf Visual

Perception, the F ratios and the "t" ratios.

Examination of Table XXII reveals the experimental roip

made a larger gain than tne control group on tne total score and

this gain is highly significant at the .002 level. On the 5

subteEts the experimental group made greater gains than the

control group and the differences between groups were highly

significant at the .002 lev el for figure ground perception.

The differences between groups were not significant at the

.05, level for eye-motor coordination, position in space and

spatial relations.-
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TABLE XXII

Intergroup Differences of Mean Gains Scores on the Frostig
Developmental Test. of Visual FercepLion

Test
Mean .Level of Level

Siolificance

Eye-Motor 1.12 5.7182 .02 1.29207

Coordination

Figure Ground 1.17 3.6407 .02 2.24326 .05

Form Constancy 2.49 2.605 N.S. 2.7'451 .n......

Position in
Space 0.66 1.1954 N.S. 2.00681 .1

Spatial
Relations 0.43 1.2592 N.S. 1.44465 N. L1.

Total 7.44 1.8189 N.S. 4.01719

* Mean gains scores of Control Group subtracted from same scores

of the Experimental Group
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Table XXIII, page 99, presents the inter-group differences

of mean gains scores on the Metropolitan Reading Tests, the

P ratios and the %" ratio.

Inspection of Table XXIII reveals greater gains in word

knowledge and reading were made by the experimental group but

not at the level of significance.

In the opinion of the testers, the pupils.charaCteristically

reacted to multiple-choice questions with gueusing.. They seemed

unable to resist the temptation to follow the:.r prior mode of

response of putting check marks in little squares without reading

the alternatives.
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TABLE XXIII

Intergroup Differences of Mean Gains Scores on the Metropolitan

Reading Tests

Test
Mean Level of 1.-,vol of

-* SiAnificance °t" Eiw:'.ficanne

Word Knowles ge 1.53 1 7998 N.S. C.i0.319 .4.m s

Re&dtng 1.17 2.4191 F.S. 0:13421 N.S.

* Mean gains scores of Control Group subtracted from same scones

of the Experimenta3 Group
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Table XXIV presents the inter-6roup differences witn

respect to mean gains ccores on the Metropolitan Aritcmetic

Test, the F ratios and tie nt' ratios.-

Inspection or Table XXIV reveals the experimental group

achieved-Greater gains than the control group in- arithmetical

computation and t:le difference between Groups is highly significant

at the .002 level. Greater Gains were attained by the

experimental .group in problem Solving and concepts out the .difference

between groups althougn approaching signifitiance at tne .05

level was .significant only at the .10 level.

'
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TABLE XXIV

Intergroup Differences of Mean Gains scores on the Metropolitan
Arithmeti,3 Test

Mean Level of ------"revel or
Tot S-C* F 'Sirnificance "t" Sirnificanc

Computation 5.0:). - 1.7185 N.S. 3.49237 .002

Problem
_Solving & 2.47 3.3493 N.S. 1.96549 .1

Concepts

411... mrIIMI..II.w.I...IewmrNwMllnsaWIMmsl....m..IW.-...ao.+
- Mean Gains scores of Control Group subtraCted from same scores

of the Experimental Group
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Table XXV, page 104,presents the inter-group thfferc..nces

with respect co mean gains scores on the Gilmore Oral R.! ding

Test, the F ratios and the utl. ratios.

Inspection of Table XXV reveals chat a greater gain va.s made

by the experimental group in accuracy and that the difference

.
between groups *I-lig-1y significant at tne .002level. The

experimental grougmade a greater gain than the control group in

comprehension but tne difference between groups is-not significant

at the .05 level although approaching it with.significance at the

.10 level. The experimental group lost more than te c671trol

group in rate: words pet minute but the difference between

groups was net significant at the 05 level. It seems likely

that as pupils increased in accuracy'they read more carefully

and thus more slowly.
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TABLE XXV

Intergroup-Differences of Mean Gains Scores on the lilmore Oral
Reading Test

=11.1. 114.1=1110.0140.11....111111...

Ths t Mean
E-C* F

Level of
Si nificance "t"

Level of
Significance

Accuracy

Comprehension

Rate: Words
per, minute

.5.57

2.30

-2.25

1.5552

1.0797.

1.5141

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

3.44279

1.90746

.002

.1

N.s.

.4....ear www..

.* Mean gains scores)cif Control Group subtracted from same scores
of the Experimental Group
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TABLE XXVI

Interbroup Differences of Mean Gains Scores on Motor Tasks

Mean
Test E-C*

Level of. Level of

Balance Beam
Forwards 0.94 1.4493 N.S. 3.0479) .0].

Balance Beam
Backwards 1.52 2.)958 N.S. 4.74312 .002

Balance Beam
Sideways 1.14 1.7391 N.S. 3.34957 .002

Balance Board 1.16 1.4348 N.S. 2.59590 .01

Skipping 0.73 1.2741 N.S.. 2.09158

Hopping 1.16 1.1374 N.S. 3.98531 .002

Ocular Purruits
Tracking 0.58 2.2237 N.S. 2.72145 .01

Convert once 0.20 4.2115 .02 0.95839 N.S.

WWW1Mbel
Mean gains scores of Control Group subtracted from same scores
of the ixperimental Group
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The intergroup differences are conveniently summarized

in Table XVII, page 103, Table XXVIII, page 109 and Table XXXX,

page 110, concerning which the following observations may be made.

1. Out of 31 possible test scores the experimental group

made 23 positive gains, 25 of which were siglificant.

Tb.o scores were non-significant negative gains.

2. Out of 31 possible test scores the control group made

14 positive gains, 2 of whien were significant. Seventeen

scores were non-significant negative gains.

3. An intergroup comparison showed the experimental

group with 28 positive gains over the control group,

14 of which were significant. Three scores were non-

significant negative gains.
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TABLE XXVII

Summary of Test Gains Favoring the Experimental Group
with Significant Inter-group Differences

.1.10 -,*
Level of

Test Significance
Slingerland Screening Tests

Copying-Page
Auditory Sounds
Total Errors Plus Self-

Corrections and Poor
Formations

.05

.10*

,01

Frostig Developmental Test
Figure Ground .05
Form Constancy .01
position in Space .10*
Total .002

Metropolitan Arithmetic Test
Computation
Problem Solving and Concepts

Gilmore Oral Reading Test
Accuracy
Comprehension

.002

.10*

.002

.10*

Motor Tasks Test
Balance Beam

Forwards .01
Backwards .002
Sideways .01

Balance Board .01

Skipping .05
Hopping .002
Tracking .01

* Approaching but less than significance
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TABLE XXVIII

Summary of Gains Favoring the Experimental Group
with Non-significant Inter-group Differences

Level of

Test Significance

Slingerland Test
Copying-cnart
Visual Perception-memory
Visual Discrimination
Auditory Association
Total Errors

Prostig Developmental Test
Eye -Motor Coordination
Spatial Relations

Metropolitan Reading Test
Word Knowledge
Reading

Gilmore Oral Reading Test
Rate: words per minute

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S.
N.S.

N S.
N.S.

N.S.

Motor Task Test
Convergence N.S.



TABLE XXIX

Summary of Gains Favoring the Control Group
with Non - significant Inter -group Differences

11,00,=111....0...111.11001.1110111111.101111..........

Test Level of Significance

Slingerland Screenin Test

Visual Perception-Memory- A. S.

Kinestnetic

Auditory Recall
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CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUIONS AND RECOMMENDATICgS

The following conclusions are drawn from the statizTticni

analysis of ;he data:

1. The methods of remediation employed in this researa,

enabled the pupils exposed to this training to gain

significantly over pupils in a control group in.

Copying-page and Redaction of Total Errors Plw self-

Corrections and Poor Formations as Measured by the

Slingeriand Screening Tests for Identifyin61/CAldren

with Specific Language Disability,

2. Pupils exposed to remediation training gained $ignificantly

over pupils in a control group in Figure-ground perception,

perception of Form Cons,ancy and total score as meaLued

by tne Frostig Developmental Test of Visual PenceptIon.

3. The remediation methods, as outlined, enabled pupils

in an experimental group to gain significantly over

pupils in a control group in aritnmetic computation as

measured by the Metropolitan Arithmetic Test,

4. Pupils exposed to methods of remediation gained s!.gnifloantly

over control pupils on reading accuracy as measured

by the Gilmore Oral Reading Test.

5. Pupils trained with methods of remediation gained significantly

over control pupils on the mot.. tasks of balancing,

Skipping, hopping and visual traekinb as measured by

a motor task test.
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Pupils exposed to the specified remediation methoele

gained, but not significantly over pupils in a cony; of

group in Copying-chart, Visual Perception-wemory, "isual

Discrimination, Auditory Sounds, Auditory Associannn,

and reduction of Tota Errors as measured by the

Sling eriand Screening Tests for Identifying Children

with Specific Language Disability .

7. Remediation metnods enabled pupils in an ey_perimenlal

group to gain, but not significantly, over pupils in a

control group on Eye-motor Coordination, position j.n

space and Spatial Relations as measured by tne Frcanig

Developmental Test of Visual Perception.

3. Remediation methods enabled pupils in an experimental

group to gain, but not significantly, over pupils In a

control group in Problem Solving and Concepts as measured

in the Metropolitan Arithmetic Test.

9. Pupils exposed to remediation training gained, but not

significantly, over pupils in a control group in Word

knowledge and Reading as measured by the Metropolitan

Reeding Test.

10. Pupils exposed to remediation training gained, but no':

significantly, over pupils in a control group in Accuracy

as measured by the Gilmore Oral Reading Tesn.

11. Remediation methods enables pupils in an experimental

group to gain, but not significantly over pupils in a

control group in. Ocular Convergence as measured by th

Tac4


